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the 
president's page 

I N THE 1975 Spring issue of the PROFILE, I 
wrote about the numerous opportunities 

and challenges encountered by Western dur
ing 197 4. You may recall my statement, "We 
are part of an exciting, high-risk, high-capital, 
volatile industry." The year 1975 is proving 
my statement to be true! 

The punitive actions that our present Con
gress has taken and is trying to take against 
the petroleum industry have made it impos
sible for the industry to conduct the explo
ration program that they had planned. The 
result has been a marked decrease in West
em's marketplace. This condition dictates im
mediate belt-tightening by every department 
and a special effort on the part of every em
ployee to increase the quality, efficiency, and 
effectiveness of our services. 

I am inclined to agree with the conclusion 
of a recent guest on a national television dis
cussion who said, "The trouble with our gov
ernment is we have too many Senators run
ning for President." An all-out effort will be 
required by everyone involved in the petro
leum industry, as well as all other citizens 
with a genuine interest in maintaining our 
free enterprise system, if we are to come 
through the next 15 months relatively un
scathed. 

Fifteen minutes before her 7 A.M. christening, the brand new Kirsten Bravo sits in the ship
yard in leer, West Germany, in pre-dawn mist. After the ceremony, her trial cruise begins. 

Advanced Seismic Vessel Launched 

'KIRSTEN BRAV01 

Contributors: 
Story 

Grant Wicklund 
Photos 

Jim Huntrods 
G. Doug Towles 
Grant Wicklund 

L ATE IN 1973 Western was awarded a contract for an
other highly sophisticated world-wide marine crew 

that required the construction of a new and very specialized 
vessel. A massive program involving many of Westem's 
operations departments resulted a year later in the maiden 
voyage of the technologically advanced seismic ship R/V 
Kirsten Bravo, manned by Party 70. 

Months before we set sail for our first seismic operation 
in the North Sea, the Kirsten Bravo existed only on paper 
plans in Operations Manager Zane Baker's world-wide 

FALL 1975 

seismic operations office in Houston. The initial steps re
quired hundreds of hours of time drafting ship layout 
proposals, ordering equipment, manufacturing hardware, 
and organizing construction plans. After much discussion 
and thought by those involved, the design chosen was that 
of a North Sea coastal cargo vessel with alterations per
mitting specialized seismic operation-a near sister ship to 
the Anne Bravo. The building site was to be the Martin 
Jansen shipyard in Leer, West Germany, a sleepy little 
town on the Ems River. 
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This was to be a huge project, involving more than a 
hundred Western employees who supplied, designed, pur
chased, shipped, and helped install the equipment while 
the ship was being constructed. Special mention is due 
to Vice President Ben Thigpen and his Houston lab group 
for instrumentation; General Manager Rob Rector, Ad
ministrative Assistant Joe Shivers, Assistant General Man
ager John Mollere, Shop Supervisor Otis Johnston, and the 
rest from the Galveston lab for aJI mechanical equipment; 
Navigation Instruments Supervisor Dave Shave and his 
navigation group for Western's WINS®, Loran "C," and 
LTN-76 inertial platform navigation systems; Supervisor 
Don Gregory's foreign shipping group; and Manager Don 
Frisbee's purchasing section. 

Early planning also required close liaison among West
ern, the shipowners, the architects, the client, and the 
shipyard. It was to Leer that Party Manager Dave Durham 
of Party 70 first went in May 1974 to initiate the planning 
and the rig-up and to represent Western's interests in the 
months to come, making sure that plans were understood, 
special parts ordered, and modifications carried out 
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correctly. Zane himself made several trips overseas to 
expedite the relationship among our Houston office, our 
clients, and the ship's owners. Supervisor Orval Brannon 
also was instrumental in the early co-ordination of the 
ship's construction. 

The crew, which was to do most of the rig-up work, 
began to arrive in August 1974 from various places around 
the globe. Most of them had previous Western experience, 
but all had the specific training, education, or experience 
necessary for specialized seismic work. Several were hired 
by Zane when the Kirsten Bravo was still just an idea on 
paper. They worked with other crews temporarily until time 
to trickle into Leer to begin the massive task of changing 
hull number 130, at that point an ordinary North Sea 

cargo ship, into a highly specialized modern seismic vessel. 
The actual rig-up began in late August with the arrival 

of Field Supervisor L. E. (Bebo) Bratos, Field Service 
Engineer H. C. Larrabee, and Field Equipment Supervisor 
John Rupert, who together co-ordinated the physical effort 
on the Western and client side. With a total of over 120 
tons of equipment ordered and shipped, there was no 
shortage of things to do for crew members eager to get 
the Kirsten afloat. 
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Among the first on hand were Lead Shooter Kelly 
Pattinson (our New Zealander), Shooter Dan Teutsch, and 
Co-ordinator Carl Werngren, all from the Anne Bravo. 
Assistant Co-ordinator Tony Russell (our English repre
sentative) came to us from the Gulfrex as did Mechanic 
Tommy Hathorn. Observer Gary L. Brewer and Instrument 
Technician Dave Webster joined us after a stay on the 
Anne Bravo; Observer Grant Wicklund and Digital Tech
nician Dan Posey were more than glad to leave crews in 
the Gulf of Mexico to be with Party 70. Junior Observer 
and part-time Navigator Dan Varhus came in from the cold 
of Norway and the Polarhav, and Gravity Operators Dennis 
Curow and Dave Hughey left friends on the Sitkin and 
came to Leer. 

Junior Observers Glenn (Booger Red) Moss and Erik 
Mikklesen (our resident Dane) and Diesel Mechanics 
Richard (Hydro) McDonald and G. Doug Towles were 
all new to the seismic business, but their various skills and 
talents were needed and soon appreciated. Navigation En
gineer Karl Stertzbach came from the Orient to supervise 
our navigation operation, aided by Navigation Engineer 
Jim Huntrods and Navigation Systems Operator Ray Wat
son and occasionally by K. P. Humbert. 
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The language barrier that was to plague us in future 
days made itself evident as meals were chosen from menus 
by the "close your eyes and point your finger" method , 
but no one starved before we learned to "eat in German." 
Our eating problems were solved, however, by the addition 
to the crew of Cooks Justo Jumbo, well known in the 
Gulf of Mexico, and Ramon Benitez and Ricardo (Come 
On, Baby) Almo. This completed our crew and assured 
us of a galley operation prepared to cater to most of the 
wishes of the 40-plus persons to be aboard. 

The days that followed were busy and hectic but not 
without fun times. Most of the men of the crew were known 
by face if not by name by the people in the shipyard, as 
well as by those in the local nightspots . Problems that 
commonly occur in any rig-up were ably handled by our 
management group . More particular problems, such as 
language, were conquered thanks partially to the multi
lingual talents of Carl Werngren and partially to a curious 
compromise between the local people and ourselves that 
was aptly dubbed "Tex-Deutsch ." 

In spite of both major and minor difficulties !he rig-up 
went smoothly. Because of the co-ordinated effort of all 
involved, the Western equipment was installed and checked 
out over a week before the shipyard was prepared to turn 
the ship over to the owners . AU Western departments 
could be proud of a job well done. 

The christening of the Kirsten Bravo was held at the 
Martin Jansen shipyard on October 9, 1974, at 7 A.M., with 
Zane Baker and wife Mildred, from Houston, representing 
Western Geophysical. Immediately after the champagne 
ceremonies, the ship proceeded through the locks at Leer 
into the Ems River for an eight-hour trial cruise. Well 
over a hundred people were on board to see the vessel put 
through the normal checkout procedures. That evening 
the Martin Jansen shipyard hosted a cocktail party and 
dinner that lasted until the small hours of the next day. 
It was a very pleasant affair and enjoyed by all . 

The Kirsten Bravo set sail from Leer on October 18 , 
1974, the most complete and highly sophisticated marine 
seismic vessel in the Western fleet to date. To those of 
us involved in her construction and rigging the finished 
lines and bright blue and white colors represented the net 
result of months of planning, patience, co-operation, and 
a lot of plain hard work. 

The Kirsten Bravo in all her glory cruises the North Sea. Highly ad
vanced, she is equipped for sophisticated ocean-going seismic surveys. 
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Party 70 spent the rest of October in the North Sea at 
last getting down to the purpose of our work, acquiring 
seismic data. Although no one was particularly interested 
in experiencing the force nine winds and 30- to 40-foot 
seas that plagued us, we enjoyed working and seeing a 
little of Norway. 

From Norway Party 70 proceeded on a long transit to 
the Mediterranean, with intermediate stops in Dover, Eng
land, and Gibraltar. We left John Rupert behind in Malta 
as we began transit to Africa. After a short stop in Las 
Palmas, Canary Islands, Party 70 proceeded southward. 
At one port of call in Abidjan the crew was astounded by 
the high prices that sometimes raise the cost of a beer to $5 
and have earned Abidjan the nickname of "Paris of Africa." 

When Observer Steve Bartholomew joined the crew, we 
regretfully said farewell to Richard McDonald, who left 
us to fill a spot on the Anne Bravo, heading back north 
for a short stay in primitive but beautiful Port Gentil, 
Gabon. Following a short stay here, we continued north, 
passing through Abidjan once more, where we lost another 
of our Party 70 family as Carl Wemgren was called to the 
Anne. Tony Russell ably filled our need for a new co
ordinator, however. Once again we enjoyed the mixed 
culture of Abidjan before sailing on northward to Bor
deaux, France. 

Finally Party 70 made transit back home to Leer, where 
we are at the time of 'this writing, trying hard to remember 
our Tex-Deutsch and looking forward to our next prospect 
and port of call. 

6 

Entering Abidjan, Ivory Coast, to see the sights are Party 70 
members, from the left: Junior Observers Erik Mikklesen and 
Dan Varhus, Technician Dan Posey, Observer Grant Wicklund, 
Shooter Kelly Pattinson, and Assistant Party Manager Allen 
James. After a long transit, solid ground really feels good! 

u 

Above-Waiting In the mess llne aboard the Klr1fen Bravo 
are Technician pan Pony (from the left), Observers Grant 
Wlcklund and ary Brewer, and Shooter Dan Teuhch of Party 
70. Below-In the recording room, Observer Gary Brewer 
and Dlesel Mechanic Doug Towles find a "feathered friend" 
that dropped in. The man in the back is not Identified. 
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WHEN IT WAS first proposed in June 1974 to move the 
Far East digital center from Perth, Australia, to 

Singapore, no one could have guessed that we would be 
processing data in a textile factory by the end of the year. 
The concept of "flattened factories," to provide space for 
small companies engaged in light industry, came about 
due to the critical shortage of land on Singapore Island 
and has led to most unlikely combinations of businesses 
being conducted under the same roof. The digital center 
occupies the third floor of the five-story Union Industrial 
Building and is sandwiched between a department store 

Right-Typical kampong (village) houses with thatched roofs of 
atop leaves line the narrow road that leads to the Singapore dig
ital center's building . Villagers hang washing on bamboo poles. 
Below-The SOC shares the building with local industrial firms . 

Above left-The view from the west end of the Singapore office and 
digital center building takes in a kampong with tropical trees. 
The white strings across bamboo stands (center bottom) are Chinese 
noodles hung to dry, the last step in making them. Below left
From the north side of the building, more of the kampong is visible. 
The large white building (center back) is a convent called "Little 
Sisters of the Poor" that provides shelter and food for the aged. 
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warehouse above, a carpet factory two floors below, and 
a textile factory on the ground floor. The second floor 
will soon be occupied by Western's Far East operations 
and administrative offices., which is being moved from its 
present location in the Indonesian Embassy building on 
Orchard Road downtown. (Since this article was received, 
the offices have made the move and as of June I have been 
in the Union In.dustrial Building.-Ed.) 

The decision to stay out of the city area was inevitable. 
The fast-increasing traffic problem had led the authorities 
to impose a levy on all parking space, including private 
space, and to create a restricted zone that can be entered 

FALL 1975 

during peak hours only by specially licensed vehicles. For 
this reason and also because of the high cost of office 
space and the lack of really suitable premises in the city, 
there was no choice but to look elsewhere, which meant 
a factory installation. This is what was done, and even 
the most skeptical now agree that we are just as com
fortable and far better off in many other ways than if we 
had persevered in seeking a more prestigious location 
downtown. 

Starting from bare concrete, the center was created in 
a matter of two months-but not without a lot of blood, 
sweat, and tears, contributed mainly by Hillman (Bubba) 
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Top left-Busy in the drafting room are Quality Control Supervisor John Bishop (from the left) and 
Drafters Mary Tan, Jefferson Lee, Esther Khoo, Connie Kwok, and Gilbert Ooi. Top right- Tape Li· 
brarian Mark Yeong (from the left) and Computer Operator Trainees Albert Chew and Arthur Ong 
work in the tape library. Bottom left-Peter J. Pepper, senior analyst, works at his desk while John 
Tan, analyst trainee, looks over his shoulder. Bottom right-Analyst Robert Godkin seems to be decid
ing whether or not to smile as the camera catches him in his corner of the new digital center. 

Southwick, playback instrument supervisor from Houston 
who supervised the installation. Our address is Jalan Pe
mimpin (we can all pronounce it now), which is a Malay 
word for "guide," and whether by intention or not it is 
aptly named. The road is extremely narrow and, being the 
only access to the area called Thompson Rise Estate, is 
usually congested. Thatch-roofed houses hung with laun
dry line the entrance to the Singapore digital center, but 
visitors should not be fooled by such surroundings. Pe
mimpin leads into one of the more desirable new residential 
areas in Singapore, and some of our expatriate staff have 

10 

found good accommodations within a few minutes' walk 
of the office. 

Different from the "nomads" of field operations, some 
of whom have lived in and around the Singapore area for 
a number of years, most of the members of our data 
processing staff are experiencing an entirely new way of 
life for the first time. This is particularly true of those 
who joined the Company in North America or Australia. 
The move from Australia has not, however, been the cul
tural shock that some expected. Singapore has most of the 
amenities one expects to find in a modern city, but it is 
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Top left-Geophysical Analyst Jim Russell (seated) works out a problem with Quality Control 
Supervisor Jim Bishop. Top right-In one of the set-up rooms Clerks Wu Chen Hong (from the left), 
Lok Kok Hoe, and Jenny Ngo go about their tasks. Bottom left- In the other set-up room Clerks 
Jessie Png (from the left), Nina Wong, and Diana Yow work busily while Analyst Peter Pepper 
and Playback Supervisor Murray Brettell discuss a problem. Bottom right-"Working with a 
smile" are Clerks Diana Yow (from the left), Nina Wong, Jessie Png, and Brenda Lim. 

expensive to live entirely in the style of the Western world. 
But then, who wants to come here just to live in a micro
cosm of the way of life in one's home country? The interest 
and excitement of living in Singapore is in discovering 
and adapting to the way of life of the local people, and 
one could never enjoy oneself fully by staying at home in 
an air-conditioned house, eating only imported foods, and 
having only expatriate friends. 

Singapore has a multiracial society, predominantly Chi
nese, but with a good percentage of Indian and Malay 
citizens. Each ethnic group has influenced in different 
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ways the life style of everyone in modern Singapore; but 
although the people are first and foremost Singaporeans, 
it is the keeping of small parts of each culture that has 
given the island its true character. One cannot live here 
and not be affected in some way, and it would be a very 
insular individual indeed who could not see and appreciate 
something of value he had never experienced before, even 
if only his taste in food were changed. 

Singapore is the melting pot of the world's kitchen, 
and every conceivable variety of food is available in a 
wide range of prices, quality, and venue. One cannot sim-
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ply decide to eat out at a Chinese restaurant. First one 
must decide whether to eat Cantonese, Peking, Szechwan, 
Teochew, Hainanese, Hokkien, Hunan, or Taiwanese food. 
Then comes the vote on which restaurant, night-club, coffee 
shop, cafe, or street-stall to go to. You can dine in style 
at an expensive restaurant or, wearing shorts and sandals, 
stop at a street-stall and eat similar food at one fifth of 
the price. Curry is not just a "hot Indian dish" anymore: 
It could be a Malay or Indonesian curry, spicy, but soft
ened .by the use of coconut milk; it could be a delicately 
spiced Kashmiri fish dish , Tandoori chicken, or Islamic 
mutton eaten from a banana leaf. One discovers the subtle 
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differences between Korean, Mongolian, and Japanese 
foods. The thought of eating raw fish , pigs intestines, and 
seaweed no longer turns the stomach. As our Westerners 
have found out, adapt-be adventurous-and you will en
joy Singapore. 

The digital center has been in production for six months 
now, and the 35 Singaporeans and 8 expatriates on our 
staff have blended into an efficient and industrious work 
team. As our new Westerners gain experience, we are look
ing forward to the time when some of them will take on 
more responsibility and help to maintain the high standards 
of quality and productivity that they are learning today. 
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SKILLED and efficient personnel are an essential part of 
every successful field operation, but before they can 

go to work they must have exactly the type of machinery 
and equipment necessary for the job. One of the places 
within Western that provides such equipment is the 
Galveston laboratory and shop, located on Pelican Island. 
The Galveston lab and shop were featured in the Fall 1970 
issue of the PROFILE, but since then numerous changes 
have taken place both in the physical plant and in ad
ministrative personnel. 

Although he will be greatly missed, everyone here 
congratulates Robert R. Rector on his recent appoint
ment to the post of president of Digital Data Systems 
(DDS). Joe D. Shivers, who has been Rob's administrative 
assistant for the past three years, has assumed the duties 
of general manager of the lab and shop . We compliment 
Joe on his new position and on the efficient and orderly 
manner in which this change in management is being 
effected . 

Other changes in the Galveston shop since our last visit 
to the PROFILE have made differences in the way that we 
wor_k and have increased the types of work that we do. 
First, our work area has been expanded by 31,25 0 square 
feet to consolidate the marine cable shop and warehouse 
facilities in one location. The new air-conditioned cable 
shop is 250 feet long so that operations from the first 
stringing of the twisted pair of wires to the final filling 
with oil can be completed with the cable sections stretched 
out as they would be in actual use. Western has completed 
close to 100 miles of marine cable since the operation 
started. When you consider that a 96-trace, 3 ,200-meter 
cable without its normal spares has 537 miles of wire and 
63,450 soldered connections, it is easy to understand why 
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M. C. (Buddy) Beam's cable shop is frequently on a seven
day workweek. Buddy is the marine cable shop supervisor. 

To complete the marine cable building and the new 
warehouse, it was necessary to build a new employee park
ing lot in front of our main building. Guard service was 
expanded to cover 24 hours a day and the guard house and 
gate at the entrance keep out those who do not have a 
legitimate reason to visit our plant. All employees have 

New Galveston lab and shop General Manager Joe D. Shivers now 
occupies the "hot seat" recently vacated by Rob Rector at the lab 
when Rob assumed the duties of president at Digital Data Systems. 
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Plugging a cable destined for service in Alaska is Donna Dyer, 
a cable assembler working in the land cable shop in Galveston. 

identification badges and all employee cars bear identi
fication stickers. 

In the last year we started construction of our land 
cable shop under the direction of Harlan Jam es, manager 
of cable and geophone services . The specially built cable
extruding and injection-molding machines, along with their 
associated electronic equipment, required almost a year 
for delivery but are now in full operation. We feel that 
Western now has the finest electronically controlled cable
extruding equipment in the country. 

The bare stranded or solid wire traveling at 1,5 00 feet 
a minute enters an electronic heater, which raises its tern-

Wire that has been coated with insulation is checked for flaws in 
this testing machine. Cable Assembler Gary Sweet stands ready 
to place Western's seal of approval on the spools of tested wire. 

perature to exactly the right degree for the best bond of 
jacket to wire. It then enters a vacuum chamber to reduce 
air pressure in the interstices of the stranded wire and pre
vent any possible air bubbles in the coating. The vacuum 
chamber is part of the extruder, and the wire then enters 
the extruder nozzle where at high pressure and temperature 
( 450°F.) the jacket is extruded around the wire. The 
extruder can run any plastic including Teflon, polypro
pylene, vinyl, or urethane. 

The speed of the injection screw must be electronically 
synchronized and tied in with the electronic diameter 
gauge, which continually measures the outside diameter of 

Machinist Samuel Dotson checks 
his boring progreH on a seismic 
pulse accelerator barrel in the 
Galveston laboratory and shop. 
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A radar dish gets a thorough check-out by Communications Opera
tor Bob Nabours before installation on one of Western's ships. 

the speeding wire to within .0005 inches. This entire sys
tem is automatic and once set will maintain the exact 
thickness of insulation until reset. Leaving the injector, 
the coated wire is plunged into cold water to cool the 
hot plastic and then is air dried, run through a high volt
age spark tester to check the defects, and wound on a 
wooden spool, which holds 100,000 feet of wire. 

These large spools then go to the re-spooler where 
the wire is again spark tested by a special machine that 
stops automatically at any defect. We sometimes run days 
without a defect, but when one appears, the wire is cut 
or, if the fault is only an invisible pinhole, it is repaired. 
In no case is the wire ever spliced as is common practice 
with cable manufacturing companies. The tested wire is 
re-spooled on standard 12-inch 50,000-foot spools for 
passage through the other machines. 

The ·wire then goes to the twinner. Since no one in any 
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In one corner (foreground) of the land cable shop in Galveston, 
Supervisor Bob Watson shows Cable Assemblers Patsy Jordan (from 
the left), Donna Dyer, and Dolores Perez how plugs are checked. 

In keeping with Western's practice of modifying nearly every kind 
of equipment for specialized use, Communications Operator Jack 
Foote is completing some modifications on a radio transceiver. 
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industry uses wire exactly like that used by the geophysical 
industry, these machines were designed and built by 
Western personnel. The twinner machine winds two strands 
of wire together into the normal twisted pair of wires. 
These · machines have been designed so that they can be 
programmed to vary the lay or twist of the cable to reduce 
cross talk between the wires. Inasmuch as the twinner can 
twist only two wires and leader wire is frequently made 
of three wires, we also have a tripler for twisting the 
three strands together. 

The reels of twisted pairs of wires then go from the 
twinner either to the marine cable shop to be made into 
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Engineer Phil Spalding (foreground), designer of Western's new 
twisters, starts up the cable twinner as Assistant General Man
ager John Mollere hurries by to answer the Houston "hot line." 

Working on strung·out sections of 
cable in Western's new 250-foot
long marine cable building at the 
Galveston lab and shop are, from 
front to back: on the left bench, 
Cable Assemblers Pat Reid, Arman
do Mendoza, and Tina Keeler; on the 
center bench, Cable Mechanics Luis 
Carrera and Michael Apolinar, Cable 
Assembler Eunice Smith, and Shop 
Supervisor Buddy Beam; and on the 
right bench, Cable Shop Foreman 
Don Geiszler and Cable Mechanics 
Rogerio Garcia and Alan Rojas. 

Cable Assemblers Theresa Floyd (front) and Regina Hilburn (arms 
showing) use pneumatically operated vises to speed up the job of 
making seismometer take-outs in some just-completed land cable. 

WESTERN PROFILE 

Western's new injection molding machine, operated by Cable As
sembler Faye Shannon, is beginning to turn out baskets of all the 
plastic bits and pieces used in constructing the seismic cable$. 

Above-The largest machine in the land ca
ble shop, the thermoplastic extruder, coats 
the smallest wires or jackets whole cables 
with protective insulation. Below-Cable Spe
cialist Jim Williams (left) and .Electrician 
Bruce Edwards are operating the extruder. 

streamer cable or to the cabling machine for construction 
of a land cable. 

The cabling machine, soon to be completed, can make 
any pattern and number of conductor cable that may be 
desired. The spools of wire are put on aluminum cradles 
and the machine spins around them much as the twister 
does except that we may have as many as 120 spools of 
twisted wire being spun at one time. As the wire is drawn 
off the machine, it passes through a special eye which is 
used to fill the bare spun cable with an inert non-hardening 
filler to eliminate any air spaces in the cable. The cable 
proceeds through a mylar taping machine, which keeps the 
cable in a round configuration and holds the plastic filler 
in the twisted spun wires. Level-wound on a reel, it now 
goes to the extruder for jacketing with tough urethane. 
The jacketing _is done in exactly the same way as the wire 
was coated except at a slower speed to allow the heavy 
jacket to cool in the water. The finished cable is again 
spark-tested before being delivered to the land cable shop. 

In another part of the shop the injection molding ma
chine groans as it injects plastic under tons of pressure 
to produce other items needed for the land cable shop. 
Cable handles, take-outs, seis case parts, or any of the 
pieces of hardware made of plastic that Westerners find 
make their cables better are made here. 
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A completed set of vibrator buggies is lined up at the front of 
the Galveston lab and shop building, where they were made, just 
before beginning their long trip to a foreign country and crew. 

The automatic cable checker, designed and built by former Gal
veston lab General Manager Robert Rector, ·makes testing finished 
cables an easy task for Land Cable Shop Supervisor Bob Watson. 

During the interim period, while wrutmg for special 
machinery, the land cable department, under the super
vision of Robert Watson, was set up. This department 
also is finding itself on a seven-day workweek making the 
thousands of flyers and cables necessary to keep our field 
crews supplied. Bob has had his hands full training his 
crew of girls in the arts of making take-outs, soldering 
properly, checking their work, and making everything to 
Western standards. They learned fast, however, and today 
they handle cable with maximum efficiency. 

One of our latest pieces of equipment in use in both 
the land and marine cable shops is an electronic cable 
checker designed by Robert Rector. This versatile machine 
can accept any type of cable with its plug in patch boards 
and in seconds will check a complete cable stopping at 
any fault. It can handle up to 150 pairs of wire plus 20 
takeouts and can be easily expanded. It cross checks 
every wire with every other wire as well as for continuity 
and takeouts. 

Our machine shop, of which William Liberty is the 
supervisor, is always swamped with work. In addition to 
stock items and production parts, we are now doing a 
great deal of work for the Houston lab and DDS. 

Orders from Vice Presidents Neal Cramer and Charles 
Dick keep an endless stream of vibrators rolling out of 
our doors. Otis Johnston's mechanical shop is always try
ing to keep up with its schedules. In between building 
vibrators this shop supervisor sandwiches the manufacture 
of recording buggies, oxygen concentrators, truck conver
sions, cable trucks, and the thousand and one items needed 
to supply our field crews and ships. 

One of our present jobs is to assemble an aluminum 
catamaran-type boat, the Wes tern Geophysical IV , for the 
Arctic Ocean (see photos). This boat, 80 feet long and 
21 feet wide, will carry a complete recording crew, using 
high pressure air guns and a bottom cable. Western will 
install our special air compressors, reel, bottom cable, 
and recording room for sea trials and line shooting before 
we disassemble it and fly it to the North Slope to be reas
sembled. It will require eight Hercules plane loads to ferry 
it up for operations starting in July. (This was written 
in June.-Ed.) 

WESTERN PROFILE 

Below-Comparing notes on a job they are doing in the Galveston 
shop are Dan Jones (right), welding leadman, and Karl Schul:r, 
mechanic. Right-The concentration of Cable Assembler Barbara 
McDaniel is focused on the detailed process of soldering a mul
titude of tiny wires onto the correct pins on a land cable plug. 

The newest addition to our fleet of vessels, the Western Geo
physical IV, is launched at the Galveston lab for final outfit-

ting and testing before being broken down into eight pieces and 
flown to the Arctic Ocean for operations beginning during July. 
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to supply our field crews and ships. 

One of our present jobs is to assemble an aluminum 
catamaran-type boat, the Wes tern Geophysical IV , for the 
Arctic Ocean (see photos). This boat, 80 feet long and 
21 feet wide, will carry a complete recording crew, using 
high pressure air guns and a bottom cable. Western will 
install our special air compressors, reel, bottom cable, 
and recording room for sea trials and line shooting before 
we disassemble it and fly it to the North Slope to be reas
sembled. It will require eight Hercules plane loads to ferry 
it up for operations starting in July. (This was written 
in June.-Ed.) 
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Below-Comparing notes on a job they are doing in the Galveston 
shop are Dan Jones (right), welding leadman, and Karl Schul:r, 
mechanic. Right-The concentration of Cable Assembler Barbara 
McDaniel is focused on the detailed process of soldering a mul
titude of tiny wires onto the correct pins on a land cable plug. 

The newest addition to our fleet of vessels, the Western Geo
physical IV, is launched at the Galveston lab for final outfit-

ting and testing before being broken down into eight pieces and 
flown to the Arctic Ocean for operations beginning during July. 
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Below-Mechanlcal Shop Supervlaor Otis Johnston, hand on hip, 
surveys his domain where a set of Wntem'1 articulated hydraulc 
vehlcl91 ar• being constructed under his watchful •Y•· Right 
-Sharon Deats, .. cretary te Joe D. Shivers and John C. Mollere, 
fla1het a pretty unlle. She handlH the lab'• lnaurance clalm1, 
latcluatrlal accidents, personnel, Department of Tranaportatlon 
r .. ulatlona, Credit Unlaat, and other office detail• In the lab. 

The addition of other departments and equipment, as 
well as the continued expansion of crews., has increased 
our stock department, under the supervision of John Ham
ilton, to double its former size-and it is still overflowing. 
All departments at Galveston are now using all of the 

The quiet facade of the Galveston laboratory and shop belies the 
frenz:y of activity going on within and behind the buildings as 

. 
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available space in spite of our building expansion last year. 
Al Miller's radio department turns out small miracles 

during the week and large ones over the weekends to keep 
up with the endless demands for radio equipment, radar, 
sonar, and communications equipment. Government reg
ulations on radio equipment are getting tighter, and all 
equipment must be checked over, brought within specs, and 
certified. This creates an endless circulation of either men 
or equipment. 

The competence of the other departments here at the 
Galveston lab-Mack Towns' purchasing and field requi
sitions, Charlee Sauls' drafting office, and Roland Brough
ton's administrative department-make possible the smooth 
accomplishment of routine and non-routine production 
demands for Western's work in all parts of the world. 

all kinds of specializ:ed machines and equipment, from radios to 
vibrator buggies, are made for Western's world-wide operations. 
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New Vice President Named 

AMIR S. SKERL was promoted to the position of cor-
porate vice president for London-based operations, 

President Booth B. Strange announced in late May. Before 
assuming his new position Damir had been manager of 
land and special problems processing, headquartered in 
Houston. His new and broader responsibilities are an out
growth of intensive experience not only in data processing 
but in field operations. 

A native of Yugoslavia, Damir graduated from the Uni
versity of Zagreb, Yugoslavia, the city where he was born, 
in 1963 with a degree in geophysical engineering. While 
still an undergraduate, he was named "Best University 
Student" in 1961 and upon graduation was awarded high
est honors. 

Damir went to work immediately for Geofizika, Yugo
slavia's principal geophysical company, as an assistant 
party chief on a seismic reflection crew along the Adriatic 
coast while at the same time pursuing post-graduate studies 
in electronics. In his seven years with Geofizika, he was 
party chief, supervisor, and manager of seismic operations. 

As a Westerner, beginning on January 8, 1969, Damir 
worked briefly in Houston followed by four years at the 
Milan digital center as data processing supervisor, and 
returned to the United States last August when he was 
named manager of the LSPC. With his new assignment 
in London, he continues an international career that has 
taken him through the development of seismic exploration, 
from paper records to the most modern digital systems. 

Damir and his family, wife Zdenka and children Diana, 
16, and Tom, 13 , enjoy a variety of activities at home and 
in the community no matter where they are living. Our 
new vice president plays the piano for family and friends 
and also likes to swim. Following in her father's footsteps, 
Diana also plays the piano, as well as participating in a 

~ ,., -

' 
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VICE PRESIDENT DAMIR S. SKERL 

drama group and being a cheerleader. Tom's hobbies are 
electronics, model-building, bike-riding, and playing foot
ball and baseball . The entire family looks forward to 
pursuing these interests and developing others as they 
adjust to life in Isleworth . 

,..,.... ~· J 
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W ITH THE FUEL shortage becoming severe again and 
more Westerners using their firepiaces, a few words 

of caution should be given to the entire family. Some of 
these cautions should apply to camping out with open fires, 
and it goes without saying that we build fires and use 
Salamanders on many of our crews. Perhaps you will use 
the following article from National Safety News for the 
next Safety meeting and for your family.-Chet Hale. 

The days of drafty castles and unheated palaces are long 
gone, but the fireplace industry is enjoying its greatest 
growth in history. 

fireplace, Salamanders 
Can Hold Hidden Dangers 

The soaring use of fireplaces in this country may be 
attributed to consumers' desires to conserve primary home 
heating fuels such as gas and oil or simply to a reawaken
ing appreciation of a glowing hearth. Industry sources 
report that there were 22 million fireplaces in use in the 
United States in 1974-an estimated two million more 
than the previous year-and that more than half of all new 
homes and apartments being built have some type of fire
place installed during construction. Finally, the sources 
say, the growing consumption of fireplace fuels indicates 
that many older fireplaces are being pressed back into 
service after years of non-use. 

All of that atmosphere and cheap heat do not come 
problem-free, however. One of the most common fireplace 
problems is smoking. While many fireplace users consider 
smoking merely an annoyance, it can be extremely dan
gerous. The usual cause of fireplace smoking is inade
quate _air supply. Whatever the circumstances, opening 
a window an inch or two will assure enough air circulation 
to prevent smoking. 

Fireplace users frequently make the mistake of for
getting to open the damper before lighting the fire. It is a 
good idea to conserve heat by keeping the damper closed 
when no coals or fire are going, but a damper left closed 
can fill a house with smoke in no time. 

A related but more hazardous problem is closing the 
damper too soon after a fire has died out. A fireplace 
user often may shut the damper after the flames have 
subsided, not realizing that coals are still burning. As a 
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result, the oxygen in the house is consumed, carbon mon
oxide is given off, and the home becomes a death trap. 
As a rule, the ashes should be cool enough to touch 
before the damper is closed. 

Leaving children unattended near a burning fireplace 
is an invitation to trouble. Even the most careful young
ster can be attracted by the flickering blaze. Use of a 
fireplace screen is recommended, not only to keep the 
children out of the fire, but to keep flying sparks and 
embers from popping out into the room. 

Overloading a fireplace is another common mistake 
with consequences ranging from annoying smoke to dis
astrous fires. Some fireplaces made of sheet metal, for 
example, are not made to handle large fires. If such a 
fireplace is overloaded, the flue, or the fireplace itself, 
may radiate enough heat to set nearby combustibles ablaze. 

Man-made logs require additional precautions, and con
sumers should carefully read and follow the instructions 
printed on their labels. Never poke a burning log because 
flaming wax from the log may stick to the poker and drop 
onto the floor or carpet. Poking an artificial log can 
break it up, exposing more surface area and causing an 
intense flare-up. 

Finally, never add a man-made log to an existing fire, 
and never add additional manufactured logs until the 
first log is out. 

All it takes is a little care to keep the fire and smoke 
in the fireplace where they belong-and the old-fashioned 
comfort and pleasure of a fireplace are yours. 

WESTERN PROFILE 

"Okay, guys, stop looking at the camera and get that truck unloaded!" Some of Porty V-14's Brazilian helpers pause before beginning the task . 

PARTY V-14-
MOSSORO, RIO GRANDE DO NORTE, BRAZIL .•. 

JOE CHANEK and JOHN CATRON, Reporters 
JOE CHANEK, Photographer 

Hello from the Party V-14 bunch, now located in 
Mossoro, in the state of Rio Grande do Norte in Brazil. 
Since you heard from us last in the Spring 1973 PROFILE. 

Assistant Observer Gary Boykin (left) and Chief Observer John 
Catron stop to look around at V-14's newest camp site in Brazil. 
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Party V-14 Manager Joe Chanek en
ters a vibrator saying, "Let me try 
this onel" Joe's usual duties are 
in the office, not out in the field. 

we have been in the state of Sao Paulo, "where the roads 
are good"; then to Mato Grosso, "the biggest animal wo 
we have ever seen"; back to Sao Paulo; on to cool Santa 
Catarina, "where Brazil's tall pines grow"; and now we 
have completed our latest move to Rio Grande do Norte, 
"the land of salt." In all of this moving, we think that 
we have chalked up one of Western's longest overland 
moves, 4,000 kilometers (approximately 2 ,400 miles), not 
to mention the shorter ones of about 1,000 kilometers ( 620 
miles) each. 

Who is around these days? Well, JOSEPH CHANEK, chief 
computer, took over in January as V-14's party manager 
when W. L. (LINDY) SANDERS was on temporary assign
ment in Bolivia. LINDY has since returned to Brazil and is 
assisting Supervisor UGo P1ccHIANI in the Rio office. JoE 
runs the show and helps out as crew technician when Chief 
Observer and Technician JoHN CATRON is on rest break. 
JOE also aids DEAN THIELVOLDT, junior analyst and V-14's 
COBA® III expert, in doing unusual displays and fills in 
during DEAN'S breaks. Since JoE was married, he has 
had to quit chasing Brazilian beauties. 
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Raisin9 the flag on lwo Jima? No-Party V-14 rais
ing the antenna pole in Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil. 
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On the technical side we have JOH N, now "Papa" on 
the crew since the arrival of his new daughter, CARINA, a 
few months back. He is backed up by Assistant Observer 
GARRET (GARY' THE Km) BOYKIN, who replaced Ob
server OLER BOYKO when he went to Tanzania . GARY 
does most of the observing while JOHN heads the field 
operation and does the instrument upkeep and requisition
ing. Look out for GARY in town; he has a way with the 
opposite sex. When it comes to knowing the best night 
spots in Brazil, GARY can hardly be topped . 

DEAN provides quality control by checking on JoHN's 
and GARY'S work and also does COBA III processing. He 
appears to have a problem passing as a Brazilian with his 
blond hair and fair skin. He cannot seem to get tan enough 
around camp. Keep trying, DEAN! 

On the mechanical side our chief vibrator mechanic, 
CARL T. WAGNER, SR., was finally persuaded to leave V-14 

to go to Libya. We are going to miss ol' CARL because, 
with him around, the refrigerator always had a couple of 
cold beers in it for after-hours sipping. We hope that in 
Libya he can get those green onions he likes so well. CARL 
was backed up by present Mechanic Helpers TOMAS 
HOIAAS and KEITH HOLLIGAN. 

ToM came to us by way of Norway. We are hoping 
that he can adapt to the hot weather here in the northeast 
better than the rest of us adapted to the cold of southern 
Brazil. Guiana and marine Party 176 gave us KEITH, our 
foremost e?Cpert on Brazilian night life. If you wish to visit 
the expensive night spots, just ask KEITH for directions. He 
knows all of the fun places from Manaus to Porto Alegre. 

FALL 1975 

Above-Crews with difficulties hiring local help ought to 
see Party V-14's problems-10 applicants for every vacan
cy! Below-V-14's camp goes up in sight of the salt flats 
of Mossoro in the state of Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil. 

Grinning sheepishly, Party V-14 Junior Analyst Dean Thielvoldt 
seems to have been caught by surprise. Perhaps he lost his pen! 
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If the food does not come soon, these happy-looking members of 
Party V-14 moy lose their smiles. Clockwise from the left, they 
are: Surveyor Joao Brito, Assistant Observer Gary Boykin, Junior 
Analyst Dean Thielvoldt, Chief Observer John Catron, Party 
Chief Lindy Sonders, acting Party Manager Joe Chanek, Vibrator 
Mechanic Carl Wagner, Mechanic Helper Keith Holligan, Assis· 
tont Party Manager Brion Filby, and Surveyor Francisco Perreira. 

Party V-14 trucks come to the end of one more long move in Bra
zil, this one to the cool state of Santa Catarina in ·the south. 

Brazilians also help Party V-14 with the various prob
lems of running a crew. Administrative duties are handled 
by JoAREZ MACEDO. Surveying is kept up to date by Head 
Surveyor FRANCISCO PERREIRA and his assistants, Surveyors 
JoAo BRITO and JosE ARAUJO. Computing on the crew is 
done by JoAo BORGES. Technician JosE QUERINO repairs 
the cables and geophones, as well as doing maintenance 
work on the camp's electrical installations. He also can 
help out in the recorder if necessary. 

The line crew plants geophones and lays cables under 
the capable supervision of Capataz JOSE (ZUQUINHA) 
TEODORO, and the vibrators are kept in line by Head 
Vibrator Operator MARIO CAMARA. In addition to these 
native personnel, about 70 local hires help keep the crew 
shaking. 

That is all of the latest from Party V-14, Westem's 
roving crew in Brazil. 
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PARTIES 44 and 45-COLOMBIA •.• 

NICKK AYALA, Reporter 

Party 44 was reactivated in June 1974 as a .portable 
24-trace digital dynamite crew. It all started with the ar
rival from the Lima office of Latin America Co-ordinator 
W. T. (BILL) BROOKS and Administrative Assistant R. D. 
(RICK) GARRETT in Bogota in late May 1974 with a new 
contract and a long list of equipment and material to be 
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permitted for importation. Party Manager NICKK AYALA 
and Supervisor FRANK E LLSWORTH met them here in 
Bogota and the new crew was off and running on June 1. 

Thanks to previous work and experience in Colombia
and considerable luck- the office, telephone number, and 
post office box we rented here in Bogota were the very 
same as were used by Western before. We were very for
tunate in getting back AMPARO AMEZQUITA as Bogota 
office secretary, who was familiar with all the old pending 
files (and problems) in Bogota . 

We also found and rehired several former Western 
employees for key positions on the crew : Camp Adminis
trators OSWALDO CASTANEDA, EDUARDO GUTIERRES, LI
BARDO BUSTAMANTE, JAIME GAMBOA, and FAVIO ALVAREZ; 
Suveyors FERNANDO PACHECO, PEDRO MUNOZ, EUGENIO 
QUEVEDO, SIGFUEDO VARGAS, and ARGEY DE CALVO; Com
puter ALEJANDRO ACUNA, Junior Observer CARLOS ZA
BALETA, Drillers CARMELO BOHORQUEZ and ABRAHAM 
FONTECHO, and Mechanic ANTONIO GOMEZ. 

June and July saw the arrival of the remaining crew 
members, Assistant Party Chief W. E. (BILL) BooNE, 
Observer MARIO CAMACHO, and Junior Observer JosE 
ANTONIO (MESICO) SALMON. 

The first two work areas were in the middle of Mag
dalena Valley, in northern Colombia, otherwise known as 
"Tierra-Caliente." Most of the area was swampy or under 
water; so boats, canoes, trucks, mules, and helicopters 
were used extensively. Early in 1975 the crew moved due 
east across the mountains and down into the llanos (plains) 
country of eastern Colombia, called the Llanos Orientales. 
Right now, we are still there fighting the rainy season. 

Party 45 was formed in February 1975 as a portable 
48-trace digital dynamite crew to work in the Llanos 
Orientales more or less alongside Party 44 in Party V-13's 
former base camp, San Lope, near the Casanare River. 
With the arrival of more crew members to support Party 45 
operations, Chief Observer VERNON (STRETCH) DAVID, 
Assistant Observer JOSE GUERRA, Observer LANNY BECK
ER, Assistant Observer CLAUDE PAQUETTE, and Observer 
EDVALDO DOS SANTOS, work went into full swing. 

At the moment we are preparing to move again, from 
Saravena in the San Lope area to the new base camp being 
built on the Unete River, 13 kilometers ( 8 miles) from 
the main town of Aquazul, old base camp for Party V-7. 
From Saravena San Lope hotels, we bid you farewell. 

PARTY V-3-SAN ANGELO, TEXAS ... 

STEVE PISA, Reporter-Photographer 

For the information of those of you who have lost track 
of Party V-3, we are alive and well in wonderful west 

FALL 1975 

Party V-1 Manager Steve Plea con1ultt some of his not••· 
Vibrator Mechanic Giibert Jolley workl In the background. 

lurveron Wiii Caraway (from the left) and Layton Delzell 
anti ....,., Jim Glbeon of Party V-1 look up from th. maps. 
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If the food does not come soon, these happy-looking members of 
Party V-14 moy lose their smiles. Clockwise from the left, they 
are: Surveyor Joao Brito, Assistant Observer Gary Boykin, Junior 
Analyst Dean Thielvoldt, Chief Observer John Catron, Party 
Chief Lindy Sonders, acting Party Manager Joe Chanek, Vibrator 
Mechanic Carl Wagner, Mechanic Helper Keith Holligan, Assis· 
tont Party Manager Brion Filby, and Surveyor Francisco Perreira. 

Party V-14 trucks come to the end of one more long move in Bra
zil, this one to the cool state of Santa Catarina in ·the south. 

Brazilians also help Party V-14 with the various prob
lems of running a crew. Administrative duties are handled 
by JoAREZ MACEDO. Surveying is kept up to date by Head 
Surveyor FRANCISCO PERREIRA and his assistants, Surveyors 
JoAo BRITO and JosE ARAUJO. Computing on the crew is 
done by JoAo BORGES. Technician JosE QUERINO repairs 
the cables and geophones, as well as doing maintenance 
work on the camp's electrical installations. He also can 
help out in the recorder if necessary. 

The line crew plants geophones and lays cables under 
the capable supervision of Capataz JOSE (ZUQUINHA) 
TEODORO, and the vibrators are kept in line by Head 
Vibrator Operator MARIO CAMARA. In addition to these 
native personnel, about 70 local hires help keep the crew 
shaking. 

That is all of the latest from Party V-14, Westem's 
roving crew in Brazil. 
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PARTIES 44 and 45-COLOMBIA •.• 

NICKK AYALA, Reporter 

Party 44 was reactivated in June 1974 as a .portable 
24-trace digital dynamite crew. It all started with the ar
rival from the Lima office of Latin America Co-ordinator 
W. T. (BILL) BROOKS and Administrative Assistant R. D. 
(RICK) GARRETT in Bogota in late May 1974 with a new 
contract and a long list of equipment and material to be 
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permitted for importation. Party Manager NICKK AYALA 
and Supervisor FRANK E LLSWORTH met them here in 
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the main town of Aquazul, old base camp for Party V-7. 
From Saravena San Lope hotels, we bid you farewell. 
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Texas. We have endured the heat and humidity of southern 
Illinois and the blowing dust of the Texas panhandle and 
are now comfortably settled in the pleasant Texas com
munity of San Angelo. This is a town of about 70,000 
persons, located in west central Texas. It is surrounded by 
cattle and sheep ranches, oi l wells, rocks, and mesquite 
trees . The Concho River meanders through the city and is 
lined with numerous parks and picnic areas. 

The crew moved to San Angelo in September 1974, and 
after the usual amount of difficulty everyone was eventu-

Above left-Vibrator Mechanic Gilbert Jolley pauses by the vibrator 
service truck in a scrubby west Texas field to give a business· 
like smile. Above right-Working in heavy mesquite brush are 
Helpers Roland Lilly (from the left), Jerry Roper, and Larry 

ally settled. Houses were in short supply, as our permit 
agent, B. R. (SLIM) GILBERT, will attest. STEVE PISA, V-3 
party manager, was fortunate to move into the house 
that Party V-8 Party Manager WILL FORREST vacated. 

As time went by, new faces were seen . GILBERT JOLLEY, 
our vibrator mechanic, joined us after a brief foreign as
signment. Vibrator Operator DALE PHILLIPS arrived from 
Party V-23 in California; and a former V-5 member, 
Helper ROBERT CLINE, came to help with the shaking. 
Vibrator Operator Loms RILEY, Assistant Observer JERRY 

Rushing . Below left-Next to the V-3 recording truck Assistant 
Observer Robert Glaza (left) and Observer Art Rosene happily 
inspect cable heads. Below right-A brand new Party V-3 vi
brator shakes alongside one of Western's oldest in west Texas. 

J 

Vibrator Operators W. A. (Arnold) 
Gilbert, Dale Phillips, and Robert 
Cline seem to enjoy their work on 
one of Party V-3's new vibrators . 

Louis Riley, vibrator operator for Party V-3, stops to have his picture taken as he 
climbs into his vibrator, ready to start shaking the terrain of meadowy west Texas. 

SHAW, and Vibrator Operator ARNOLD GILBERT complete 
the vibrator crew. ARNOLD recently returned from a fish
ing vacation and fed a large portion of his "catch" to the 
members of Party V-3. 

Head Surveyor WILL CARAWAY can often be seen scram
bling up and down the rocky slopes and through the mes
quite along with Surveyor LAYTON D ELZELL and Survey 
Helpers LARRY GRIGGS and JIM GIBSO N. They do a fine 
job of preparing our lines fo r the recording crew, as well 
as chasing away the rattlesnakes. 

FALL 1975 

The recording crew arrives (if the cattle do not eat all 
of the flagging) , and the operation is under way. Observer 
- and "Chief Field Operations Manager"-ART RosENE 
issues orders and co-ordinates the layout, along with As
sistant Observer BOBBY GLAZA . Trucks are driven by 
Vibrator Operator JIM MORRIS and Helpers LARRY RUSH
ING, H EN RY HOLEMAN, and ISMAEL DELEON who, with 
our hard working field helpers, spread the cable and numer
ous phones over hill and dale ; and recording begins. 
Occasionally a cable or two can be seen headed for town 
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Permit Agent B. R. (Slim) Gilbert, Party V-3, seems to be con
templating whether or not the permit will be difficult to obtain. 

and the attention of Assistant Observer KIM SCHILLING, 
our cable repairman. 

We recently held a Safety Dinner at which BOBBY 
GLAZA, ART ROSENE, LAYTON DELZELL, ARNOLD GIL
BERT, STEVE PISA, SLIM GILBERT, and KIM SCHILLING 
received Safety Awards. It was a very enjoyable evening, 
indeed. 

That fills you in on Party V-3's activities for the present. 
Best of luck to all of our friends throughout the world. 

WESTERN OF CANADA OFFICE-
CALGARY, ALBERTA ..• 

J. AL CHANDLER, Reporter-Photographer 

A Nostalgic Visit to Western of Canada Head Office. 
Upon leafing through the Fall 1970 PROFILE in which the 
head office of Western of Canada was featured in an article, 
the first reaction is to take note of what has changed, as 
well as what has remained unchanged, in the last five 
years and dwell for a while on the intervening time. 

Many of the faces from the 1970 story have moved on 
to greener ( ?) pastures; but the ones remaining, of course, 
give the impression that the story was done only last week, 
last month, or just maybe last year. It seems it could not 
have been five years ago. A check of the calendar, how
ever, cm1firms it. We are all five years older! 

Northern camps have changed in the last five years 
from foldout housing units, which were notorious for the 
gaps between panels that let in the Arctic winds, to sleigh
mounted mobile-home type housing, which is heated elec
trically with light plants three or four times as large as 
before. Freight and passenger transportation to the northern 
winter crews has changed from a rather spasmodic use of 
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J. Warner Loven, vice prHldent of WHtern of Canada, con
ducts bu1lne11 from his office In the Calgary bulldlng. 

Above-Payroll and accounts payable for Canadian crews are 
handled by Clerks Beu Maxwell (left) and Evelyn Schmidt. 
Below-Looking over the finished product of their work are 
Keypunch Operator Mary Mawanl (from the left) and Com
puters Belkacem lameche, Maureen Nevin, and Lavern Zubot. 

Keeping a Western of Canada drill in good repair are Driller
Mechanic Metro Cherniwchan and Driller John Collis in Calgary. 

An argument seems to be going on between 
two WHtern of Canada Keitha-Observer 
Keith Balley, pointing, and Keith Mc
Kenzie, in temporary po11e11lon of the 
Item In quHtlon-ln the Calgary shop. 

FALL 1975 

commercial transportation to a 40-passenger charter air
craft that made one trip per week in the winter of 
1973-1974 and two per week in 1974-1975 . The flights 
carried up to 50,000 pounds per week of groceries, parts, 
and people, in that order of priority, to the three Norman 
Wells crews this past winter. Gasoline engines have been 
largely replaced by diesels , and equipment has become 
more sophisticated. One landmark we have passed was 
helping pioneer through-the-ice seismic operations off 
Arctic shores. 

Down in the head office in Calgary, J. WARNER LOVEN , 
vice president and operations manager of Western of 
Canada, is still at the business helm. He is aided by DoN 
LERCH, secretary-treasurer, who recently arrived from 
Houston. Equipment Supervisor E . E . (MIKE) HANSON 
and Instrument Supervisor Eo SELZER still guide the shop 
and electronics departments, respectively, and Supervisors 
JOCK COULL, DICK MERCER, GERRY SCHNEIDER, and 

Ready-alert at the parts and ship
ping area are Administrative As
sistant J. A. (Al) Chandler (from 
the left), Import-Export Clerk 
Bill Jones, Party Manager Roger 
Henningsgard, and Surveyor Jake 
Friesen of the shop in Calgary. 
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Right-Coffee? You will just have to wait for Secretary 
Rena Betcher to finish making it. Rena and others in the 
Western of Canada office take turns brewing, two times a 
day, the 60 cups that Calgary Westerners drink. Below
The busiest room in the building is often the staff lunch· 
room. This coffee break is over for Party Manager Dewey 
Holt (from the left), Equipment Supervisor Mike Hanson, 
Mechanic Jim Hill, Chief Mechanic Lorne Johnson, and Han· 
dyman Jack Livesey. Observer Keith Bailey, coming in the 
door, says, "Missed it againl"-the coffee and the photo. 
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Living dangerously under the jaws of a truck are Mike Hanson, 
supervisor (left), and Jim Davis, mechanic, in the Calgary shop. 

GRANT BATES keep a flow of gainful actlVlty at its opti
mum. Others of the 1970 head office staff who are still 
around include Secretary RENA BETCHER, Party Chief LEN 
ROBBLEE, Billing Clerk JIM KENNY, Handyman and Gar
dener JACK LIVESEY, and Administrative Assistant AL 
CHANDLER. 

We pause here in tribute to RAY WHITT, sadly missing 
from the present roster and missed by all who knew him. 
(Ray was a supervisor for Western of Canada for many 
years before being transferred to Alaska and then to 
Houston where he passed away February 25, 1974.- Ed.) 

Maybe after all things have not changed that much. Our 
parking lot still sinks, tracked units still dominate the 
storage yard, and "doodlebuggers" still migra.te north 
for the winter and south for the summer, even flitting 
across international boundaries occasionally. 

Most unchangeable of all , the "Western Family" re
mains the bond that binds the Company into a continuing 
organization. -

WESTERN PROFILE 

Right-Dick Mercer, supervisor in 
Calgary, keeps a stern eye on ex· 
penses. Far right-Ed Selzer, in· 
strument supervisor, seems satisfied 
that all is well in the electron
ics lab, his domain in Calgary. 

Right-Billing Clerk Jim Kenny is 
pondering a billing question. Far 
right-Many a person's first ac· 
quaintance with Western has been 
Receptionist Kay Munroe's cheery 
voice at the Calgary front desk. 

FALL 1975 

-
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Far left-Field Clerk Dan Stroich 
looks as if he has discovered some
thing in the computing room-but 
he is not going to tell! Left
The abundance of paperwork visi· 
ble on the desk of Supervisor Jock 
Coull is not at all typical of him. 
Usually the pile is much deeper . 

Far left-Supervision of personnel, 
yard, and building and other vari
ous duties around the Calgary of
fice occupy the time of Supervisor 
Grant Bates. Left-Somebody has 
to process the data that comes in 
from Canadian crews, and the job 
falls to Party Chief Len Robblee. 
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PARTY 140-MUCURI, BAHIA, BRAZIL ••• 

DOUG A. NEWMAN, Reporter-Photographer 

Since Party 140 began operations in 1972, we have 
been working near the Atlantic coast of Brazil close to 
the spot where the explorer Pedro Alvares Cabral landed 
in the year 1500 and claimed what he thought was an 
island in the name of the King of Portugal. Beginning in 
the Rio Doce area of the state of Espirito Santo in south-

eastern Brazil, the crew has marched north 700 kilometers 
( 435 miles) and is now moving back toward the original 
prospect. 

The beginning of this year saw the re-equipping of 
Party 140 with new cables and buggies and also the ex
pansion to a 48-trace system. The unusual and difficult 
terrain here necessitated the use of Terra Tires and swim
ming buggies to cross the many rivers, swamps, and salt 
water flats in the work areas. A few minor mishaps occur 
from time to time, but to date no buggies have been "lost 

at sea" or seen floating toward Africa! 
Although the crew has not moved far geographically, 

staying within a fairly small area of coastal Brazil, several 
personnel changes have occurred. DON PHILLIPS, former 
party chief, left for Party V-19 in Bolivia in October 1973. 
Arriving at that time from Canada to assume party man
ager duties was DouG A. NEWMAN, a veteran of South 
American work. Long-time Observer JIM RESTA went 
to Bolivia in August 1974 and took over as party manager 
of Party V-7. Co-ordinator BILL GEER, after spending 

three years in Western's marine operations, arrived to 
replace JIM. Junior Observer LARRY CREASER came to 
us from Party 179, also working in Brazil. During Novem
ber last year he left for Party 76 in Mexico, followed by 
BJLL in March. Observer PHIL FAJN arrived from the 
Houston lab late last year, and Observer OLEH BOYKO 
came over from Party V-14 for a brief stay, then went 
on to Party V-30 in Tanzania. Have a good stay over 
yonder, OLEH-BucK! At present Party 140 has only two 
expatriates, PHIL and DouG. 

1. Party 140 Observer Edvaldo Neri dos 
Santos squints down the line before enter
ing the doghouse to shoot some holes in the 
Brazilian jungle. 2. The recording buggy, 
the center of it all, awaits a general 
overhaul in base camp. Observer Edvaldo 
Neri dos Santos is about to go inside 
where Observer Phil Fain is doing some ad
justing. 3. The roof of corrugated steel 
over " tent city," Party 140's home about 
100 meters (112 yarcll) from the Atlantic 
Ocean, keeps off the sun and rain; and the 
wooden floors help keep out the'snakes that 
live In the Brazilian jungle. 4. A "wounded" 
buggy, its tire punctured while "swim· 
ming" a river, rests on a sandbar awaiting 
rescue. 5. The heroes of this tale, Party 
140 members, Assistant Mechanic Jose Leonel 
(from the left), Chainsaw Operator Bene
dito Pires, and Mechanic Florisvaldo Oli
veira, toke time to clown astride the 
distressed buggy before beginning rescue 
operations. 6. The bu99y, driven by Ad· 
ministrator Edvaldo Mascarhenas do Sliva, 
demonstrates its remarkable ability to "swim" 
and navigate In mud and salt. These bug
gies ease jungle transportation problems. 
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Lima, one of Party 140's Brazilian mechanics, begins 
the morning in white, but by day's end he is grease from 

We are fortunate in having an excellent group of Bra
zilians in key positions . Luis MASCARHENAS DA SILVA is 
our hardworking administrator, aided with the reams of 
paperwork by Assistant Administrator DOMINGOS (MR. 
SUNDAY) RAMOS. The survey branch is under the direction 
of "SANTO" ANTONIO REIS, who performs a valuable 

Left-Caught in a jovial mood, Chief Surveyor Antonio Reis works 
on his elevations and variables in Party 140's camp. Center
Intent on the month-end statistical report is Computer Roland 

here to there. Right-Working on an outboard motor is Mechanic 
Jackson Viera da Cruz. Florisvaldo Oliveira works in the back. 

service by training our young "rod readers." His trainees 
have included J osE REIS, truck driver turned surveyor~ and 
ANILDO BATISTA and FRANCISCO REIS, also now surveyors. 

Computer ROLAND LEAL does a great job on stat re
ports, plotting lines and preparing data for shipping to the 
client. When he is on break, Assistant Computer ROBERTO 

Leal, an 11-year veteran of "doodlebugging" in Brazil. Right
Preparing data for the client, Party 140 Assistant Computer Ro
berto Martins works carefully, trusty tape player by his side. 

Left-Working in the covered shop at Party 140's camp is Me
chanic ond "tire-fixer supreme" Florisvaldo Oliveira . A punctured 

(MR. CLEAN) MARTINS fills in for him . ROBERTO spends 
his spare time, when he is not computing, serenading 
anyone who cares to listen to him sing and pick his guitar. 

One of the best groups of mechanics this reporter has 
ever had the privilege to work with is headed by Chief 
Mechanic JURUNDI BISPO, due to forsake his single ways 

Left-Stockman Adauto Freitas wears his "Carnaval" shirt as he 
goes about his job for Party 140. Center-The crew's comedian, 
Mechanic Jose Maria Ayolphy, wears his customary big grin while 

tire is a common jungle hazard. Right-Chief Mechanic Jurundi 
Bispo has a serious look as he glances up from his motor repairs . 

in July to marry D' AJUDA RosA, the daughter of a rich 
farmer. The farmer is not losing a daughter- he is gaining 
a good mechanic! MARIO (CARECA) LIMA, our capable 
No. 2 mechanic, is kept busy going out to the field by boat, 
buggy, or foot to repair equipment. Comic relief is pro
vided for the crew by the jokes and the ever-present grin 

he works on an engine. Right-Assistant Administrator .Domingos 
Ramos chuckles over something he has found in his daily routine 
of wading through the paperwork that helps keep Party 140 going . 
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Buggies like this, being looded by the controd trucking firm, 
were reploced eorly this yeor when Party 140 was re-equipped. 

Above left-Observer Phil Fain sets up amplifiers in the 
"doghouse" as he prepares for a test. Above-Party 140 
Manager Doug Newman gives quick instructions to Jose Luis 
Ayolphy, o Brazilion driver (in Portuguese, mororisra) . 

of Mechanic JosE MARIA (DUMB BUNNY) A YOLPHY. Our 
Terra Tire fixer nonpareil, FLORISVALDO OLIVEIRA, and 
"Captain" JACKSON VIERA DA CRUZ, who keeps our fleet 
of ships operating, round out the mechanical staff. 

PHIL FAIN is ably assisted in the recording truck by 
Observer EDVALDO (PRIMO) NERI DOS SANTOS, a Western 
veteran who recently returned from crews in Peru and 
Colombia. According to his prejudiced viewpoint, "Brazil 
is best." Completing the recording crew is Assistant Ob
server HELIO (BEANS) CAMARA. 

A recent addition to the crew is Assistant Party Manager 
GILENO (TIGER) VENANCIO DA CUNHA. GILENO is a 
graduate geologist from the state university in Rio de 
Janeiro and is proving to be a valuable addition to the 
efficient operation of the crew. 

About 110 men make up the total crew roster. The 
personnel already mentioned are backed up by a large 
group of drivers, ·cooks, "juggies," line cutters, drillers, 
and helpers of all kinds. Personnel problems are minimal 
because the average Brazilian worker always does his best 
on the job. 

A crew move is in progress at the time of this writing, 
with a destination in the Rio Doce area close to the place 
where Party 140 commenced operations over three years 
ago. Most of the crew are eagerly anticipating the move 
because, like "doodlebuggers" the world over, they like to 
keep moving. Until next time, "Ate logo" from sunny 
Brazil. 

WESTERN PROFILE 

GE ERAL ACCOUNTING and CAPITAL ASSETS
HOUSTON, TEXAS ... 

LYNDA PLAYER, Reporter 
ROBERT MOORE, Photographer 

Greetings from your Houston Accounting offices_! By 
way of introduction, let us tell you a little about ourselves. 
The financial and accounting functions for Western's world
wide operations are carried out by several departments, 
all located at 9000 Park West in Houston. The personnel 
records and payroll departments were introduced in the 
Spring 1975 issue of the PROFILE. The remaining depart
ments in the financial division are general accounting, 
capital assets, accounts payable, billing, tax and Litton 
reporting, records control (and microfilm) , and accounting 
programming. The general accounting and capital assets 
departments will be spotlighted here. Subsequent issues 
of the PROFILE will report on other departments of the 
financial division. 

The general accounting department, or hemisphere ac
counting, is divided into two sections, eastern and western 
hemisphere. Both sections, as well as the capital assets 
department, accounts payable, and the records control 
department, have immediate supervisors, who are under 
the direction of the accounting manager, VICK RoTRAMBLE. 
Each hemisphere has a group of accountants, and each 
accountant is assigned certain crews for which he is re
sponsible. The accountant must record all of the crew 
expenditures and watch over each of his crews like a 
"mother hen." The information for recording all of these 
expenditures comes mainly from the crew cash and ex
pense reports submitted by the party managers semi
monthly and from material transfers . Also, the crew bank 
accounts (and the commercial bank accounts) must be 
balanced monthly. 

The western hemisphere section, under the supervision 
of ToM FRAZER, has the responsibility of properly account
ing for the operations of all domestic and Latin American 
crews, both land and marine. Assisting ToM is STEVE 
HOHLT. STEVE'S name should be quite familiar to most 
domestic party managers and field clerks since it is he 
who handles the telephone requests for crew reimburse
ments. The "old-timer" of the section is JOE MANCUSO, 
who is responsible for all of the crews operating in eastern 
and southwestern United States. The Gulf and east coast 
marine crews are accounted for by KEN NIPPERT, who is 
the newest member of the section and who came from 
Hattiesburg, Mississippi. Our Arkansas transplant, D1ANA 
GREEN, is the only female in the western hemisphere sec
tion. All western United States and Rocky Mountain crews, 
including the extensive Alaskan operations, are her re
sponsibility. Since PHILLIP LEWIS records the accounting 
entries for all Latin American crews, including Mexico 
and Puerto Rico, he has become the "foreigner" of the 
western hemisphere. With all of that practice working the 
Latin American cash and expense reports, his Spanish must 
have become more proficient! ROBERT MOORE oversees 
all incoming work from Western of Canada. He checks all 

FALL 1975 

Bettye January (back) is checking last month's balance in the 
file while Juonita Kendall and lorry Robinette discuss d report. 

Eostern Hemisphere Clerks Debbie Teig (left) and Susie Brunson 
listen as Assistant Supervisor Wayne long exploins their duties. 
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In the capital assets section of 
Western's financial division, Rob
ert Niblack (seated) points out on 
accounting problem to Carol Bass 
(from the left), Becky Vetters, and 
Asset Supervisor William Boros . 
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Going over operating expense state
men~s for their ar?as are Eastern 
Hemisphere Supervisor Ken Powell 
(from .'he left), Accounting Mana
ger Vick Rotramble, and Western 
Hemisphere Supervisor Tom Fra:z:er 
of the general accounting section 
of the Houston accounting office . 

Joe Manusco (from the left), Phillip lewis, 
and Diana Green are doing research in 
the general accounting section file room. 
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Ken Nippert {standing, left) and Robert Moore listen as Assis
tant Supervisor Steve Hohlt explains a new accounting procedure. 

Canadian-submitted accounting and balances the trans
actions between Western of America and Western of 
Canada each month. 

The eastern hemisphere section accounts for Western's 
widespread operations in the "other half" of the world 
and is under the supervision of KEN POWELL and his 
assistant, WAYNE LONG. The Saudi Arabian crews, the 
London office and digital center, and the marine crews 
supervised by London are the accounting responsibility 
of LARRY ROBINETTE . JUANITA KENDALL, who is the 
"veteran" of the eastern hemisphere section, does the 
accounting for the crews supervised by the Egyptian and 
Pakistan offices and the crew in Tanzania. After working 
the Pakistan cash and expense report, JuANIT A says that 
she feels as if she has been riding a camel all day . 

BETTYE JANUARY records the expenditures of the Al
gerian crews and the world-wide marine crews. She also 
makes the monthly entries to incorporate the Western 
Ricerche books into the consolidated Western accounts, 
but her "favorite" job is reconciling the payroll bank ac
count. Beginning in the accounts payable department in 
1973, Susrn BRUNSON has moved over to the eastern 
hemisphere section. She now oversees the accounting en
tries for the Singapore office and digital center, the Indo
nesian office, and the marine crews operating out of the 
Singapore area. Among his other duties, DAVID PEARSON 
has the responsibility of accounting for all travel and 
salary advances to Western employees. 

The capital a~sets section , under the supervision of BILL 
BAROS, records ' the acquisition and depreciation of all 
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vehicles and capital equipment and attempts to keep track 
of their locations. In addition to this, the capital assets 
section also records the costs of the various pieces of 
equipment being fabricated in the Houston lab , the Gal
veston shop, and the navigation lab for use .by Western's 
field crews. BECKY VETTERS, the "old-timer" of the cap
ital assets department, handles all asset location changes 
and corrections and the asset depreciation calculations. 
CAROL BASS, who records all work-in-process and job 

. costs, started with Western as a secretary but became 
interested in accounting and is furthering that interest by 
taking courses at the University of Houston in her spare 
time. The newest member of the asset team, ROBERT 
NIBLACK, takes care of all of the vehicle records and also 
records all capital assets acquisitions. 

Although we have barely scratched the surface in this 
introduction, hopefully, it has provided some idea of the 
people and functions in two of the accounting departments 
in the financial division of Western Geophysical. 

PARTY 75-GULF OF MEXICO ... 

J. R. SQUIRES, Reporter-Photographer 

Having survived the rigors of the winter blue. northers, 
Party 75 and the Western Geophysical II are now cruising 
the sunny waters of the Gulf of Mexico. Co-ordinator DoN 
BIRDSONG does his best to keep the long green snake clear 
of the rigs and platforms that are a constant hazard in 
these offshore waters. While DoN and Captains LARRY and 
NORMAN J . (BLACKIE) CREEL guide the ship and cable 
through the maze of platforms, buoys, and boats, Observer 
DAVE B1v1N oversees the activities in the recording room 
where Assistant Observers JEFF ROCKWELL and JIM (Bo) 

Bo Wilkerson, assistant observer, loads boxes of "computer food" 
-tape-on the Western Geophysical II for Party 75's surveys. 
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Top left-Gathered around the table planning strategy-or 
hearing a windy tale-are Party 75 members, clockwise from 
left front : Observer Dave Bivin, Co-ordinator Don Bird
song, ex-Weaterner Sam Posten, and Captain Larry Creel of 
the Weafern Geophysical II . Bottom left-Cook C. W. Eth
ridge glarea suspiciously at the camera when it interrupts 
him in mid-story. Right- Assistant Observers Jeff Rock
well (from the left) and Bo Wilkerson, Helper Paul Clark, 
and Captain Larry Creel (back to camera) enjoy a laugh. 

WILKERSON keep the tapes changed and the records straight. 
Recording room Helpers STEVE ALDRICH and PAUL 
(MIKE) KING on the importance of salt tablets in the 
repairs. 

Topside Shooter JOHN REESE and his assistant, Helper 
PAUL CLARK, keep the guns firing. Our resident poet, Cook 
RALPH LAPAUGH, when not writing poetry assists in the 
recording room or as Master of Ceremonies whenever 
DAVE desides to hold a "cable party." "Chief of Morale" 
is Cook C. W. ETHRIDGE, always ready with a hot meal, 
a full coffee pot, and a story of the good ale days. Chief 
Engineer RAY BARRY keeps the diesels running and the 
generators purring dead on 60 cycles. Between oil changes 
and voltage regulator servicing, he assists C. W. in keeping 
up the morale of the crew. New and veteran members 
alike are fond of tales of his trip to Brazil , especially when 
illustrated by his many snapshots . 
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The end of each work trip sees the Western Geophysical 
11 and its crew heading into one of the many resort ports 
along the Texas and Louisiana Gulf coast. Galveston, 
Texas, and Morgan City, Grand Isle, and Venice, Louisi
ana, are all well known names to the "seasoned old-timers" 
on the crew. Our new members listen avidly to tales of 
parties held on breaks in these meccas for tourists . 

As the sun sinks in the west (usually) and the stern 
of the green ship fades in the distance, Party Manager 
J. R. (JIM) SQUIRES returns to sit by the phone waiting 
for a call saying 'the crew needs more shark bait (cable). 

PARTY 21-LAREDO, TEXAS ... 

MARSHA JASKO, Reporter 
JERRY JASKO, Photographer 

Laredo, Texas, has been the home of Party 21 since 
our last report in the PROFILE'S Spring 197 5 issue though 
we anticipate a move in the near future. After working 
five years for the same client, we shall soon be enjoying 
the exciting life of a turn-key crew in the lovely forested 
countryside of east Texas. We do not leave, however, 
without some regrets, for living on the border has been 
an exhilarating experience for the members of Party 21. 
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L edo and her Mexican sister city, Nuevo Lared~ , 
ar . 1·. . h M 
t many fine restaurants specia 1zmg m nort em ex1-

boas h'l d h · ·s1·ne-everthing from tacos and enc 1 a as to t e1r 
can cm 'lk f d t prized delicacy of cabrito al horno (baked m1 - e 
mos) Nuevo Laredo's marketplace is typical of all border 
goat ·wi'th an impressive stock of intricately carved leather
towns · · 'd d 

k bright paper flowers, tortilla presses, embro1 ere 
wor , · · f L 
h·rt and even stuffed frogs. The Amencan city o a-s I s, . 1 M . 
edo has retained most of its ear y ex1can customs. 
~argely a bilingual city, its downtown department stores 
advertise ventas (sales) and descuentos (discounts) for the 

Hiitorical Son Agustin Church over looks th~ plaza of Laredo, Te~as, 
fou nded by Spanish soldiers in the 1700 s and ~nee the capital 
of the Republic of the Rio Grande. Party 21 1s based there . 

SEAN 
CHRISTIAN 
SKAANING 

Helpers George Du fresne (left) and Abel Maldo~ado retr.ieve ,'he 
cable from one of the wetter spots on Party 21 s recording line. 

Working less than half a mile from 
the beach near Surfside, Texas, 
Party 21 Party Manager Lyle Jo
hanson (from the left) supervises 
his recording crew as Cable Pusher 
Eddie Diver and Helpers Coyote 
Zamora, Chiva Moreno, and Rich
ard Cantu change over cables. At 
the right, Helper Brian Johanson 
plugs shot-holes in a grassy Texas 
field while Helper Abel Maldo
nado is picking up the geophones. 
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The end of each work trip sees the Western Geophysical 
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PARTY 21-LAREDO, TEXAS ... 

MARSHA JASKO, Reporter 
JERRY JASKO, Photographer 
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benefit of the many Mexican nationals who shop there. 
The city has been under the flags of seven different 
countries and republics since its founding: Spain, Mexico, 
France, the Republic of Texas, the United States, the 
Confederacy, and the Repu blic of the Rio Grande, of which 
Laredo was the capital before joining the Republic of 
Texas in the early l 840 's . 

Winters here are always mild, bu t we unfortunately 
picked one of the coldest days of the year, February 23 , 
to hold our fi rst barbecue since last autumn. T he steaks 

Left-Observer Jack Skaaning (front) barbecues "finger-lickin'
good" steaks while Party Manager Lyle Johanson (left) and 
Surveyor Jim McGregor are distracted by some other saucy specta-
cle at Party 21 's barbecue last February. In the background, 
back to the camera, Permit Agent John McMinn refills hi1 glass. 
Above- Party 21 members huddle together on one of the coldest 
days in recent Laredo history, the day of their barbecue. They 
are, from the right: Phyllis and Helper Bert Davis, unidentified 
boy, John and Shelly, children of Permit Agent John McMinn (in 
truck), Sheila McGregor, Party Manager Lyle Johanson, Shooter 
Jeff Clifton (kneeling), Shooter Ray Smith, and Jennifer Eckle1. 

and beer were great, but we consumed them in a freezing 
40-mile-per-hour wind. Of course, the temperature was 
back up over 85 ° the next day. 

As our operations with this client are winding down, 
work for most of us has been a little slack. Permit Agents 
JOHN McMINN, STAN Ross, and 0 . T. MOORE are busy, 
however, making a final attempt to secure permission from 
some landowners who have not acquiesced during the past 
five years . Our veteran head surveyor, DrcK FISH, is taking 
advantage of the slow pace by instructing his understudies, 

Receiving Safety Awards at Party 
21's June 11 Safety Dinner in La
redo are, from the left: Driller 
Lupe Nava rro, Shooters Jeff Clif
ton and Ray Smith, Observer Jack 
Skaaning, Cable Pusher Eddie Diver, 
Surveyor Dick Fish, and Party 
21 Party Manager Lyle Johanson . 
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Surveyors DAVE HART and DAVID GILLESPEY, in the art of 
mapmaking, as well as standard survey sketches and pro
cedures. Survey Helpers HOMER VENEGAS and JosE VA
LENCIA have recently been joined by re-hire BOBBY FESS
LER, who wi ll "rod" another summer away with Party 21 
as he did in 1974. 

All our prospects are scattered throughout the remain
der of south Texas, as well as central and east Texas, as 
Driller LUPE NAVARRO can attest. LUPE is kept busy 
running back and forth across the state servicing our 
numerous contract drills with explosives and also lending 
them a hand when needed . LUPE and wife TINA recently 
enjoyed a three-week vacation in their hometown of 
Pleasanton, Texas. 

Our recording crew is led by Observer JACK SKAANJNG, 
who became a father of a 5-pound, 9112-ounce boy, named 
SEAN CHRISTIAN, January 13 and also of a 7 1/2-ton re
cording truck (#3712) May 21. The proud papa is ably 
assisted in the home by wife BECKY and in the field by 
veteran Shooter R AY SMITH, Cable Pusher EDDY DIVER, 
and Shooter JEFFREY JAKE CLIFTON. JACK and h is family 
cut short their fishing vacation by a few days this year to 
attend our second Safety Dinner within seven months . 

The dinner was held on Ju ne 11 at the R amada Inn in 
Laredo. Safety Director CHET HALE and wife EvEL YN 

Left- At Party 21 's Safety Dinner, Safety Director Chet Hale hams 
it up for the camera. Watching him a re, from the left: Shooter 
Jeff Clifton, Observer Jack Skaaning, and Cable Pusher Eddie Diver. 

were on hand from Houston to present Safety Awards and 
congratulations to several of th e members of P arty 21. 
DICK FISH and LYLE JOHANSON received their 5-Year 
Safety Pins. In addition , one-year Safety Awards were 
presented to LUPE NAVARRO, JACK SKAANING, JEFF CLIF
TON, EDDY D IVER, R AY SMITH, and D AVID HART . 

FALL 1975 

A semi-fatal accident (nonchargeable) at Party 21 's Safety Din
ner! Permit Agent John McMinn, holding a napki n, mops up his 
date, Add ie, a fter she was showered with a tray of ice tea by the 
em ba rrassed wa iter at the rig ht. Clerk Cindy Goodgame la ughs. 

Right- As the Safety Di nner ends, Helpers Jua n Moreno (clockwise 
from the left ), Homer Venega s, a nd George Du Fresne enjoy a relax
ing cerveza with Party 21 wives Tina Navarro a nd Becky Skaaning. 

The end of June found Party Manager JOHANSON , wife 
LOUISE , and son BRIAN (LITTLE Jo) , of Party 2 1 jug-line 
fame, planning an August excursion to Montana . CINDY 
GooDGAM E, daughter of Assistant Supervisor J . 0. Goon
GAM E and wife D ELLA, has returned to clerk for Pa rty 21 
for another summer. The rest of the crew are packing fond 
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memories and belongings away in preparation for our 
move to east Texas. We leave the "gateway to Mexico" 
behind to the other Western crews working around Laredo, 
Parties V-1, V-4, and V-52, and the drilling rigs just 
beginning to exploit the newly discovered gas field east 
of town. 

PARTY 83-GALWAY, IRELAND ... 

W.W. PERKINS, Reporter 

ROGER SHARPLEY and W.W. PERKINS, Photographers 

In the early spring of 1974 the Helen Basse was rigged 
in Fredericia, Denmark. A long list of personnel were on 
location from time to time for installation of Western's 
largest ship to date. The Phase IV Satellite Navigation sys
tem was installed by Instrument Supervisor JoE BIJOU 
and Analyst LARRY Drne, from Houston. Port Engineer 
CRAWFORD (C. J.) RUSHING, Instrument Supervisor RON 
BAss, and Digital Equipment Engineer HANK OssEWEIJER 
were there for instruments and the like. 

The ship's first program was completed out of Aberdeen, 
Scotland, and Lerwick, Shetland Islands , a North Sea 
resort for oil men, was the second stop. August, September, 
and October were spent operating from Bergen, Norway, 
which met the crew's unanimous approval. During the 

Observer Roger Sharpley (left) and Junior Observer Pat O'Sullivan 
are caught in an ungraceful pose on the Helen Basse's deck . 

Navigation Engineer Brian Hardy (left) and Instrument Super
visor Joseph Bijou are commenting on the range of the Loran "C" 
antenna on the Helen Bosse, docked in a North Atlantic seaport. 

Part of the galley staff that keeps Party 83 well fed aboard the 
Helen Basse are Gaetano Schembri (left), assistant cook, and 
Marceliano Jara, cook's helper, getting ready to prepare a meal. 

winter months the Helen Basse returned once again to 
Aberdeen to base its operations. Svendborg, Denmark, 
was the base of operations for the Basse during February 
1975. Helper MANFRED HILGERS found more than a ship
yard there- he may have found a wife. Co-ordinator 
HOWARD (SLIM) PETERS, Junior Observer P. A . c. (PAT) 
O'SULLIVAN , and Observer ROGER SHARPLEY managed to 
work in a round of golf while there . 

Then came a short stop in Esbjerg, Denmark, to take 
on powder and caps, and a good time was had by all in 
the " Bonbonien"! Only two blocks away Helper TREVOR 
(TEX) THURLOW experienced his first ride on an authe~tic 
saddle at the "Rio Bravo," compliments of our party man-
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DON R. (MOONSHOT) BAILEY. Later at the airport 
ager, as disarmed of his weapons (cap pistols ). From 
TEX w . 

b. the Basse sailed through the Enghsh Channel to Es Jerg N . . E . 
k Ireland with JoE BIJOU and av1gat1on ngmeer 

Cor • ' · I S N N HARDY aboard to service our Phase V at av 
BRI~ ment. Four new members joined Party 83 there, 
::ers ROY A. MORRIS and Boe HORNE and Digital 
Technicians JIM QUINN and Boe EALES. . 

Only two weeks later Party 83 began operatmg from 

h resort office of "Bailey & Perkins" in Galway, Ireland. 
t e " d · ·11 After "MOONSHOT" and "MILKO move mto ~ v1 a over-
! king the bay, quite a few people appeared m Galway
:~o CARPENTER (gravity), Field Supervisor MIKE KING, 
0 erations Manager J . P. (JIM) DENNISTON, BRIAN 
H~RDY , Supervisor of Navigation Instruments DAVE SHAVE, 
C. J. RUSHING, HANK OssEWEIJER, and Instr~~ent Super
visor R. T. (BOB) ANATHOPOULAS-all g1vmg expert 
assistance in expediting operations. . . . . 

Our satellite navigation crew, cons1stmg of Nav1gat1on 
Engineers w ALTER TEVENDALE and TERRY LAKER and 
Assistant Navigation Engineers MALCOLM DENNISON, 
ALEX WILLIAMSON, TONY (KILLY) KILMARTIN , and PAUL 
BEREZ all demonstrated their skills in everything from 
replaci~g the Doppler sonar t? calming ~own our nerv~us 
gyro. In April Party 83 acqmred a gravity and magnetics 
crew, consisting of Gravity Meter Operators PETER BURRIS 
and STEVE WOODS and Navigation Engineer MICHAEL 
CALLAWAY. At that time BUD CARPENTER arrived in Gal
way from Cairo to supervise the installation of their 
equipment. 

If there was any particular gathering place for us in 
Galway, it would have to be the Great Southern Ho_tel. 
The staff there will never forget us, especially the cackle 

left-Enjoying a pleasant day on the deck of the Helen Basse, working 
In the North Sea, are Party 83 Cook Abdi Jama (left) and Digital 
Technician James O. Quinn. Right-Some members of Party 83 stand
ing next to the reel of cable on their ship, the Helen Basse, are, 

Junior Observer P. A. C. (Pat) O'Sullivan (from the left) dis
plays his cable repairing skills to Junior Observer Philip V. 
Simpson and Helper Manfred Hilgers, Party 83, the Helen Basse . 

from the left: Party Manager - Don Bailey; Assistant Navigation 
Engineers Anthony A. Kilmartin and Alex J. Williamson; Helpers 
Donald M. Rodd, Trevor K. Thurlow, Owen Wells, and Manfred 
Hilgers; Junior Observer Philip V. Simpson; and Helper Peter Went. 

liiiiiiiili~~---.~== 
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of TERRY LAKER. A few of the crew managed to break 
away from Galway to take in some of the Irish scenery. 
Helper DoN RODD rode the surf while Junior Observer 
PHIL SIMPSON and STEVE WOODS went "bird-watching" in 
Cork. PETER BURRIS, PAT O'SULLIVAN , and Helper BOB 
WEATHERHEAD are still searching for an Irish con-artist 
who incidentally "borrowed" PA T's possessions (these 
things happen) . 

We gained and lost while in Galway. SatNav additions 
were TERRY LAKER and PAUL BEREZNAK, who replaced 
TONY KILMARTIN . WALLY WILKS joined as co-ordinator 
in April but later became assistant party manager on the 
Polarhav (Party 61) when JOHN EVANS arrived from 
Singapore to be our co-ordinator. Assistant Cook GAETANO 
SCHEMBRI went to the Bjorn Star (Party 102.) , and JoDEY 
ATKINSON became the apprentice to our world-famous 
chef, Cook ABDI JAMA. Galley Boy MARC JARA moved 
to the back deck, and CHRrs VECOLI , with his corncob 
pipe, began peeling the Irish potatoes. Digital Operator 
COLIN REID and Helpers TEX THURLOW and BOB HORNE 
became more Basse additions on the Bjorn Star roster. 
Assistant Observer GREG SMALL and Helpers BOB HOLT, 
BOB WEATHERHEAD, and BRECK.CRAIG rounded the Basse 
crew out once again. 

It was recently a toss-up decision as to who would be 
Party 83's "entertainment manager" for 1975 . Assistant 
Co-ordinator FRANK LEE was in the finals with his action
packed adventures from Brazil ; but with the final tally 
completed, ALEX WILLIAMSON received the title hands 
down. 

In conclusion, the Helen Basse has now sailed for the 
last time from Galway and is setting new records in Scot
tish waters. Plans are to see the summer out there and 
then return to Denmark this fall. No further traffic at 
this end, this will be the Helen Basse clear. 

PARTY 101 BAH AIN ... 

MALCOLM MILLER, Reporter 

VIC COURTICE, Photographer 

After a hectic but enjoyable eight-month tour off Indo
nesia, the Philippines, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, Party 101 
and the Western Beach were once again ready for their 
next assignment, this time in sunny Bahrain in the Arab
ian Gulf. 

Following a short briefing by Field Supervisor B. M. 
(MIKE) KING on the importance of salt tablets in the 
dehydrating Arabian heat, the Beach with its faithful multi
racial crew set sail on September 30, 1974, for the home 
of the sun god. During the 16 days between Singapore and 
Bahrain, a small but oil-rich country on several islands 
near the Saudi Arabian coast, the "seis" crew assembled 
the two-mile streamer cable needed for the job while the 
ship's crew prettied up the "old girl." Pulling into Bahrain 
we were more than pleased to see our new fearless leader, 
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Field Supervisor Hilton MacRae, with Party 101 in the 
Arabian Gulf, is working on his reports in the Bahrain office. 

Discussing operationa l strategy in the Bahrain office are 
Field Supervisor Hilton MacRae (back), Assistant Co
ordinator Rod Lucas (right), and Co-ordinatOr John McTernan . 
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Supervisor John Pfingsten (from the left), Assistant Party 
Manager Tony Byrne, and Field Supervisor Hilton MacRae 
work diligently on Party 101 business in the small office. 

Co-ordinator JOHN (BLACK MAC ) McTERNAN , on the 
dock to welcome us. 

For nine months in the Gulf doing deep- and shallow
water work with backdown occasionally, there was never 
a dull moment for Party 101 , especially working in the 
tanker lanes and dodging the many rigs and platforms. Fish 
traps, commonly encountered in marine doodlebugging, 
seem to have their breeding grounds in the Arabian Gulf; 
and these demon devices played havoc with our depth 
control "birds ." 

Shooting a line, with a two-mile cable streaming astern, 
between rigs and platforms has become a way of life for 
BLACK MAC and Assistant Co-ordinator RoD (BODY BEAU
TIFUL) LUCAS. While Junior Observer MALCOLM MILLER 
and Assistant Observer KARUN (CURRY) KARUNANITHI, 
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of TERRY LAKER. A few of the crew managed to break 
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1. Loading base stations on the broad dock in typically 
hot weather in Iran are Party 101 members and local labor
ers. 2. Helper Johnny Khoo, dressed for the heat in 
Bushire, Iran, starts to load stores onto the Western Beach 
for Party 101 's next prospect off Iran. 3. Seen from the 
back, the Western Beach churns up white water as it heads 
out from the dock in Bushire. 4. Dhows, native Arab ves
sels, like this one are used by Party 101 in the Persian 
Gulf to aid in well-location surveys. 5. Taking a rest 
while loading stores for the Western Beach from the dock 
in Bushire are Mate Derek Rutherford (left) and Gun ·oper
ator John Bodor. 6. All equipment and stores loaded, the 
Western Beach is ready to set sail for its next prospect. 

who man the "sanctuary,'' are accustomed to the nerve
racking maneuvering and keep both eyes on the scope, 
everyone has to help out, too. Fully loaded tankers leaving 
the Gulf create a hazard-they are always in a hurry and 
seem oblivious to flags, flares, or VHF radio signals. 

Keeping a round-the-clock watch on their booms while 
weaving among the "floating cities" are Gun Mechanic 
PETER (RABBIT) HORN and his assistants, JoHNNY (CECIL 
B.) BODOR, CARADJAT (LEROY BROWN) KRAMADIBRATA, 
and BRIAN BOYNES. Meeting the call of Party 101, Helpers 
JoHNNY KHOO, TAN JJT FooK, LUCKY LUCKMAN HAKIM, 
PETER STEWART, CHRIS FARLOW, and local hire ABDUL 
GHANI are ever ready for action and still expect that they 
will have their Arabian Night someday. 

Instrument Technician TOMMY TROTTER and Digital 
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Technician IAN (Doc) CouL TER believe in tender loving 
care and nothing less will do-their instruments are the 
sweet-purring proof of that. 

The Western Beach is kept ship-shape by Captain WIL
LIS GAUTREAUX, Mate D EREK RUTHERFORD, and Engi
neers JOSE CALDEIRA, JOHN DONNELLY (who joined us 
in Bahrain) , and TONY DrvrNAGRACIA. In the hands of 
such a crrew it can justly be claimed that the Beach is a 
fine-looking and smooth-running seismic ship. 

In the galley we find Cooks TAN Jr TENG and CHIA 
CHIN HIN busy rattling their pots and pans. Going on a 
diet is nearly impossible. Having once tasted the delicious 
blend of western and continental dishes, crew members 
find that going back for a second helping comes naturally. 

Moving around like a true Bahraini himself, our man 
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on the spot, Party Manager VIC CouRTICE, sees to the 
whims and fancies and, above all , the needs of Party 101. 
One of his accomplishments was the renting of a place 
for crew members to feel at home in when they go on 
shore leave- hotel rooms are almost impossible to get in 
bustling, commercial Bahrain . Vrc has missed only one 
year in Bahrain since 1966 and has not taken long to 
settle in again . He took over from Party Manager PAUL 
HELLIER when PAUL moved to a new assignment with 
the Alkhobar office in Saudi Arabia . We wish him and 
his wife, STELLA, every success. Assistant Party Manager 
TONY BYRNE, our beautiful and efficient secretary, JERI 
JOLY, and Driver AZIZ Au are all ready to ensure that 
the ball keeps rolling for Party 101. 

Right now the Beach is working offshore Kuwait , at the 
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north end of the Arabian Gulf. After finishing off a little 
more conventional work in Iran, the crew is looking for
ward to several months with the "Teleseis"® system for 
very shallow water. An assortment of workboats and 
amphibious trucks have already appeared on the dockside 
at Bahrain's main port, Mina Sulman; and no doubt there 
will be much interest, much head-scratching, and some 
wonderment as we plunge into this eagerly anticipated 
project. We look forward to being able to send a few 
photographs of "Teleseis Party 101 in action" in a later 
edition of the PROFILE . 

Before moving on we have a word of sympathy for TONY 
BYRNE. Imagine 1 his surprise when Britain's best-selling 
daily newspaper printed a picture of a beautiful gi rl called 
ToNr BYRNE. Jn romantic prose befitting any Westerner 
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Engineer John Donnelly (from the left) and Captain Willis Gau
treaux of the Western Beach enjoy a beer with Supervisor John 
Pfingsten in a hotel in Dubai, where the ship made a port call. 

Left-While the Western Beach and Party 101 have a brief rest in port 
at Dubai, Mate Derek Rutherford decides to catch up on the news. 
Below-From his hotel room in Dubai, Assistant Porty Manager Tony 
Byrne talks to his Party 101 crew mates at sea on board the Western Beach . 

he wrote to her, "Dearest TONI, My name is TONY BYRNE; 
I'm 28; I have a receding hairline and only one eye; and 
if that doesn't turn you off, I would like to hear from you." 
Bad luck, TONY-that was six weeks ago but there is still an 
outside chance! 

It is only fair to give a mention to the little-heard-of 
ship crew of the Western Geophysical Ill working off 
Saudi Arabia. This spotlessly clean ship, part of Party 74, 
gives invaluable service in the varied day-to-day operation 
and construction work on one of the world's largest 
offshore oil fields . 

Engineer ROBERT RODRIGUES of the Western Geophys
ical Ill married LEENA, sister of Seaman PATRICK F. 
D'SouzA, on May 28 in Udyavara, India. We wish them 
every happiness. Engineer ERNIE REED and Mechanic 
FRED COOPER are recent arrivals on board. The Western 
Geophysical Ill's longest signed-on member, Engineer JIM 

BoWLINO can frequently be found hiding in the chainlocker 
or sliding through the hawsepipes. 

Green boats are a common sight in the Arabian Gulf, 
and they will be for a long time to come. It is summer again, 
and, as Rudyard Kipling once wrote, "The 'eat would make 
your bloomin' eyebrows crawl." Kipling's boats did not 
have air-conditioning, but even that does not seem to make 
the Gulf a more comfortable place to be. 
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Two NEW MEMBERS have been welcomed into the ever
growing "30-Year Club" this year, swelling its ranks 

to 31. R. L. Sullivan passed the 30-year milestone on 
April 28, and Joseph W. Thomas on June 22. 

A long association with the South and southern crews 
has marked the Western career of Supervisor Roscoe L. 
(Sully) Sullivan, who was born in Collins, Mississippi. He 
began work as a gravity meter operator with Party G-2 
in Brookhaven, Mississippi, in 1945. Then, as a surveyor 
for Parties 18 and 21, he worked in the South and the 
Rocky Mountains from 1947 to 1962. Sully gained the 

Accepting his 30-Year Service Pin 
from President Booth B. Strange is 
Mid-Continent Supervisor Roscoe Sul
livan (right), the thirtieth member 
of the (unofficial) "30-Year Club." 

distinction of heading Western's first "Vibroseis"® crew, 
Party V-32, later renamed V-1. 

He was party manager of Party V-1, based in Pearsall, 
and later Beeville, Texas, until he became a field super
visor with V-1 on August 1, 1971. Two and a half years 
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later, on April l, 1974, Sully left regular field work 
behind and became a Mid-Continent supervisor, working 
out of Houston. His crews, Parties V-1, V-4, and 52, 
are all based in Texas-at least, right now they are. 

During his nine years as a party manager, Sully lived 
in Beeville while his family, wife Van and daughters Judy 
and Jill, stayed in Houston. As field supervisor he joined 
them and there they remained, though both girls are mar
ried now and live in other places. Judy, 26, and her hus
band, Mike Morris, live in Devine, Texas, where Sully 
and Van's first grandchild, Scott, was born March 27. 

Twenty-three-year-old Jill, who graduated from Texas 
Tech University in Lubbock in May 1974 with a degree 
in home economics education, married Lynn Moore last 
fall. They are living in Phoenix, Arizona, where Lynn 
works as a church youth director. 
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in uburban ou ton. Jerome, Jr., 20, who starts his 
third year at Texas A&M University this fall, worked one 
summer on Western hips in the Gulf of Mexico. Seventeen
year-old Michael goin1 into his senior year in high school, 
"fulfilled one of hi desires by working at MacDonald's 
until he could buy his own HP-55 calculator," reports his 
father. William Jeffrey is 15, a sophomore in high school, 
and out for football, track, and swimming. Eleven-year-old 
Sarah Jean is in the sixth grade and "bugging her brothers," 
says Jerry. 

As for his wife, "Sue is working part-time at St. Mary's 
Seminary here in Houston keeping all the seminarians-and 
their teacher padres-in line." She also loves to cook and 
collect recipes. Jerry himself is a sports fan. "I have an 
interest in all sports and have participated in most of them 
through the years; I'm now mainly a spectator-enjoyer of 
them!" he says. urrently he is also serving as financial 
secretary of his council of Knights of Columbus and is 
involved in forming a new parish church. 

Two long-time friends and co11eages of Jerry, Senior 
Vice Presidents Neal P. Cramer and Howard Dingman, 
helped him celebrate the event of his 25th anniversary 
by taking him to lunch, where a "Remember?" session 
was enjoyed by all. 

lmllet are hanl to contoln 011 aaalversarlHI Party Chief C. R. 
(Ray) Rlchanl (rltht), Party R·1, has just received hl1 25-Year 
Service Pia ftom Vice Preslcleat Howarcl Dlngmaa; both are plea ..... 

The word that best describes the Western career of 
C. R. (Ray) Richard, senior party chief, is interpretative. 
Although he has not known the glamor of working on the 
first land crew in some faraway country or sailing the 
increasingly advanced seismic ships around the world, 
Ray's contribution to Western has been just as important. 
Behind the scenes, after the exciting operations have been 
completed, comes the task of putting the data they gathered 

into an understandable form and finding the answer every 
one wants to know: Might there be oil under the ground? 
Ray, an interpreter of seismic data, helps to find that 
answer. 

Born in Crystal Springs, Mississippi, Ray attended Mis
sissippi State College where he earned a B.S. degree in 
geology. After college and a stint in the air force, where 
he reached the rank of sergeant, he began his geophysical 
career. Ray's first job with Western, beginning June 28, 
1950, was as a junior draftsman with Party 19 in Lewis
ville, Arkansas. Moving up through the ranks as he "doo
dlebugged" for a number of different parties, he became 
a chief computer in 1952 and a seismologist in 1956. 

As a seismologist, Ray worked mostly in New Orleans 
and Shreveport, Louisiana, moving back and forth between 
the two and sometimes going on the trail. He did inter
pretative work for review parties such as R-5 and R-7 and 
also worked as crew interpreter for various field parties 
and some clients. When he worked for foreign crews 
however, he always stayed home in the United States 
interpreting information gathered and sent to him by crew 
in many parts of the world. 

Ray and his wife, Joyce, whom he met while he wa 
stiU in college, settled in Shreveport in 1963, the year 
Ray stopped moving around on the "doodlebug trail." He 
continued to be an interpreter with review parties, doing 
both land and marine data interpretation, while their: 
daughter, Sue, was growing up. In 1964 he was made 
assistant party chief, then party chief two years later, 
before the family moved to Houston in 1969. 

Since then Ray has worked in the Houston digital center 
and done interpretation for Colombia-based Party V-7 
and Ecuador-based Party 45. He has interpreted data from 
South America, the Persian Gulf, the North Sea, offshore 
Australia and New Zealand, and offshore west coast of 
Africa, as well as southern and eastern. United States and 
the Gulf of Mexico. For the last four years Ray has been 
with Party R-1 in Houston. Interpreting marine seismic 
data is R-1 's job, and part of what Ray does is the very 
specialized work of fo1lowing key layers under the ocean 
floor and making readable maps out of the information 
He helps make sense of the raw data obtained by crews 
on ships so that possible petroleum or gas traps under 
the seas can be located. 

When he is not identifying strata or contouring digitized 
maps, Ray enjoys golf; and a weekend seldom passes 
that he does not get out on the course for a while. At 
other times the fishing bug bites him, and it is off to a 
stream or lake. Joyce busies herself with a job in Texaco's 
travel card center; and Sue, 20, is now Mrs. Sue Richard 
Bader and lives in Houston. 

The occasion of Ray's anniversary was observed when 
Senior Vice Presidents Howard Dingman and Neal Cramer 
took him to lunch after the former had officially presented 
Ray's 25-Year Pin to him. 

In recognition of their 25th anniversaries with the Com 
pany, the PROFILE congratulates Ray and Jerry on th 
completion of many years of valuable service and wishes 
them many more of the same. 

Abov.-Vlce Pre1ldent J, M. (Jim) Hornsby (left) awards 
Programmer Clayton Schmidt hl1 15-Year Service Pin in the 
Mllaa cllgltal center. Below-Senior Analyet Tony Dawlearn 
reatlvH hla 5-Year Service Pin from the vice prelldent. 

TWO PINNINGS took place at the Milan digital center last 
spring. Vice President Jim Hornsby presented a 15-year Ser
vice Pin to Clayton Schmidt, programmer, and a 5-Year Ser
vice Pin to Tony Dawlearn, senior analyst. 

We have also had quite a few personnel changes in the past 
year. Last November Tony Ashley, head computer ~perator, 
returned to London and then left for Oslo to supervise com
puter operations there. The same ~onth Analyst Gus ~ren~a 
came back to Milan from Australia. Dave Scharf retired m 
December after 19 years with Western and seven at the MDC 
(see Spring and Summer 1975 PROFILES). 

Clark Vandell arrived from Houston in January to assume 
junior analyst duties at the MDC, and in April Analyst Andy 
McLean and his family moved back to the London digital cen
ter after eight years of Italian sunshine. Also in April we wel
comed Analyst Jim Burcham, wife Barbara, and son Joel to 
Milan when Jim arrived to replace Tony Dawlearn. Tony, his 
expectant wife, Laurie, and their son, Paul , returned to Hous
ton at the end of May after four years at the MDC. 

Programmer Shirley Munday Ferrari and her Italian hus
band, Bob, moved to the London digital center in May. They 
are also real old-timers at the MDC, having spent the last seven 
years in Milan. 

IN KOTZEBUE, Alaska , West Coast Supervisor Nolen Webb 
tried to present Party 91 Expeditor Frank Taylor his 15-Year 
Service Pin. Blizzards, work schedule, and other pressures kept 
Frank constantly on the move, however, and he never settled 
in one place long enough for an official representative from 
the office to express the Company's gratitude and offer con
gratulations for 15 years of loyal, dedicated service. The pin 
was left at Kotzebue until another blizzard kept Chet Hale, 
safety engineer, and Frank weathered in long enough for the 
presentation to be made. Chet says that this provided a bright 
spot for the three days they were snowbound in Kotzebue. 

Congratulations, Frank! 

Safety Engineer Chet Hale (left) succeeds in presenting Expe
ditor Frank Taylor his 15-Year Service Pin in Kotzebue, Alaska. 
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The Seismettes proudly line up for a photo. They a re, from the 
left: back row, Coach Bob Burks and Assistant Coaches Weldon 
Gooden and Dale Dickerson; middle row, Shirley Andries, Ginger 

SOFTBALL is becoming a popular sport among Western's Hous
ton employees. This year two men's teams, one more than last 
year, participated in the slow pitch City Industrial League; and 
a women's team was formed for the first time, competing in the 
same league. 

The Western Seismettes, the women's team, came into being 
when Draftswoman Debbie Day and Secretary Carolyn Cross 
suggested the idea to Drafting Supervisor Bob Morris, who 
plays on one of the men's teams. A recruiting campaign found 
enough women Westerners interested in playing, and the Seis
mettes were on their way. Practice started at the end of March, 
and one of the men's teams volunteered to play the first game 
against the Seismettes so "they could see how the game is really 
played." Having learned that lesson, the gals continued prac
tice until April when, uniformed in red and white jerseys, they 
won their first game on April 7 with a score of 18 to 6 over the 
Oxy-Dolls. 

There was no taking it easy after the victory, however. Coach 
Bob Burks, junior geophysical technician, insisted on practice 
every Wednesday evening at nearby Jeanetta Field. And the 
relent less training paid off-the Seismettes were undefeated in 
the regular season and won first place in their league. 

In addition to superior coaching by Bob, the players credit 
the overall skill and perseverance of the team for their first
year success. It is unanimous that the abi lity of pitcher Neva 
Kristinik, import-export clerk, both to p itch and to field is one 
of the team's strong points. When Neva fields a ball and gets 
it over to Sybil Kerry, drafing supervisor, on first base, it is 
almost invariably an out against the Seismettes' opponents. 
Sybil never misses a ball! Junior Geophysical Technician Deb-
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DuBose, Debbie Day, Dena li mith, Sandy Koi, Neva Kristinik, 
Lisa Dickerson, and Caro lyn Debose; and front row, Jackie Ragan, 
Becky West, Arlyn Cheney, Sybil Kerry, and Lois Alexander. 

bie Day's catching skill behind the plate has been a help to the 
team, and shortstop Lois (Bebop) Alexander, secretary, has 
played exceptionally well in her position. 

Not only in the field but up at bat as well, the Seismettes 
have proven their mettle. Sybil leads the team in home runs, 
followed by home-run hitters Carolyn Debose, secretary and 
rover; Ginger DuBose, geophysical technician and third base
woman; Shirley Andries , geophysical analyst and rightfielder; 
and Arlyn Cheney, draftswoman and leftfielder. Clerk Becky 
West, second basewoman, may be small; but, with the best 
"range"on the. team, she is first in the batting line-up. Drafts
woman Dena Smith, centerfielder, is a good all-around player, 
an asset to the team in the field and at bat. 

Waiting in the dugout for their turn, substitutes Sandy Kai, 
secretary; Lisa Dickerson, junior geophysical technician ; and 
Jackie Ragan, secretary, are always ready to pick up a bat or 
a glove if the team needs them . Bob is proud of his team and 
appreciates the help of assistant coaches Dale Dickerson, geo
physical technician , and Weldon Gooden, junior computer op
erator, who work with the women at practice sessions and also 
attend the games. 

The coaches are not alone in standing behind the Seismettes. 
Some enthusiastic Westerners seen cheering the team on from 
the bleachers are Purchasing Agent Bob Sassen and his wife, 
Drafting Supervisor Bob Morris (pitcher for one of the men's 
teams) , Foreign Shipping Supervisor Don Gregory and his 
wife, Geophysical Analyst Kirk Girouard (outfielder for one 
of the men's teams) , Lead Shipping Clerk Donna White, and 
Assistant Drafting Supervisor Etta Jo Bridges. Doris Nixson, 
clerk, and her son Damon were present at one game. With a 
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special interest in the team, ?usba.nds Russell Alexander, Elgin 
Kristinik, Bill Cheney, Denms K01, and Dave Ragan and Bec~y 
West's fiance , Ken Hudson, have proudly come to watch thetr 
thletic women in action. Carolyn Debose's daughter, 3-year

~ Id Tasha, sat under a big umbrella one drizzly day to watch 
her mother play in the rain. 

The two men's teams, the Seismos and Western Geophysical 
II. enjoyed their se~sons, though ~ot undefe~t.ed. Manag~d by 
Gilbert Glastetter, 1unior geophysical techmc1an, the Se1smos 
are Geophysical Technicians Fred Carney, second baseman; 
Paul Comeaux, leftfielder; Bill D'Anton , catcher; Bob D~n
away, centerfielder; and Alan S~e lha~er, short center; Jumor 
Programmer Terry Engbrecht, nghtf1elder; Instrument Super
visor John Hancock, shortfielder; Geophysical Analyst Bob 
Hughes, centerfielder; Junior Comp:iter Operator Weldon 
Gooden , first baseman; and Aero Service employees Bob Ceu
var, third baseman; Stan Watson, catcher; Tony Partlow, catch
er/outfielder; and Mike Gentles, outfielder. 

1. Leaping into the air, shortstop Lois (Bebop) Alexander 
catches a line drive during a practice session while Becky 
West watches. The women's softball team had practice 
every week. 2. Debbie Day (from the left) prepares to 
catch the ball, Assistant Coach Dale Dickerson stands by, 
and Dena Smith concentrates on the pitch. 3. Running 
in from the outfield fence, Sybil Kerry has this fly ball 
under control during a Seismettes fielding practice. 4. 
Debbie Day, catcher (left), and Bob Burks, coach (right), 
watch anxiously as Sandy Koi, her eyes on the ball, swings. 
Will she connect? 5. Arlyn Cheney successfully fields a 
low ball. 6. With an intent look, Lisa Dickerson gets 
ready to try her hand at pitching, concentrating on rem~m
berlng all the things the coach just told her. 7. Toeing 
the mound Seismettes pitcher Neva Kristinik waits for the 
next batte; to step up to the plate so she can strike her 
out. 8. A bemused Jackie Ragan, Seismettes 1u~1titute, 
takes her turn at batting practice as catcher Debbie Day 
prepares to grab the ball and coach Bob Burks pronounces 
the pitch "low." After all this practicing'. it i~ no sur
prise that the Seismettes were undefeated 1n their league. 
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Western Geophysical II players posing for a team portrait are, 
from the left: back row, Bob Morris, Kirk Girouard, Mike Sal
inas. Frank Reagan, Dan Miller, Carl Watson, and Bobby Smith; 

front row, Al Fuller, Pat Peck, Bart Hamlin, Bobby Morris (bat· 
boy), Haynie Stringer, Terry Knox, and Manager Bob Parker. Not 
present for the picture were Robbie Martin and Paul Benefield . 

In Western Geophysical II fielding 
practice Al Fuller (back to cam· 
era) is ready to take a throw from 
Terry Knox as he runs past. In the 
background teammates Mike Salinas 
(right) and Pat Peck are watching . 
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Western Geophysical II , managed by Robert Parker of the 
maintenance department , includes Geophysical Analyst Kirk 
Girouard, leftfielder ; Senior Programmer Haynie Str inger, 
rightfielder; Geophys ical Technicians Robbie Martin , first 
baseman; Dan Mi ller, leftfielder; and Mike Salinas, center
fielder; Senior Tape Librarian Bart Hamlin , shortstop; Senior 
Geophysical Technician Pat Peck, pitcher; Tape Librarian 
Bobby Smith, third baseman; Computer Operator Terry Knox , 
second baseman ; D rafting Supervisor Bob Morris , pitcher; 
Programmer Carl Watson, catcher; Junior Shipping and Re
ceiving Clerk Joh nny Beltran, shortstop; Aero Service em
ployees Al F uller, centerfie lder, and Frank Reagan, catcher ; 
and Litton Business Telephone Systems employee Paul Benni
field, utility. 

Both teams played their games at Eastwood Field. The Seis
mos won 23 to 9 when they played M-K Housewares but lost 
to the P.D.M.I. Soft Necks. G ilbert is proud to report that they 
defeated Western Geophysical II although Bob Parker claims 
his team "allowed the Seismos to win so that they could stay 

Pat Peck (left) and Frank Reagan watch the ball that Pat just 
hit sailinA toward the outfield fence.-Phoros by Carlos Byars. 

FALL 1975 

Bobby Smith (front) lets out a shout a s 
he bends down to grab a ground ball in 
practice for the Western Geophysical II 
men's softball team . Bart Hamlin is 
close by to help, and Carl Watson (back 
left) and Bobby Morris watch the play. 

in competition." Gi lbert's reply to that was not noted. The 
Seismos' record in the league for the season was two games 
won, five lost. 

Western Geophysical ll participated in the Sugar Land 
Tournament in March and won two out of three games. In 
April they took part in the double elimination Alief Tourna
ment ; they played four games, winning two and losing two. 
They also took third place in a 12-team tournament in Chase
wood Park. With one game left to p lay in the Ind ustrial League 
season, the Western Geophysical II's were in second place in 
the league standings with a record of five wins and two losses. 
(They won the last game, tied for first place, and arr in play
offs.- Ed.) Manager Bob fee ls that the team plays well defen
sively but is not as good as it could be in hitting. His home-run 
hitters are Dan Miller, Frank Reagan, Terry Knox, and Johnny 
Beltran. 

After the season ended June 9, this team intended to enter a 
tournament in Baytown in June and one in Clear Lake in July. 
(Results not known.) - Jackie Ragan. 

A NEW MOBILE home was recently moved to Party Manager 
Mel Carl isle's lot in Mi lls. Wyoming, and he is now enjoying 
its comforts . We of Party V-24 all wish him and his fa mily the 
best of luck with it. 

Several of the crew seem to have caught the "four-wheel 
bug." The proud owner of a new pickup, Field Clerk Verne 
Langdon, has just fi ni shed tighteni ng all of its bolts and ~ork
ing out all of its bugs. Surveyor James Ranke has bought a 
shiny red F-250. The green Ford pickup of Vibrator Techni
cian Gene Schu iling is now a fa miliar sight on the camp
grounds near our spike jobs. With all these trucks, V-24 will 
really be tearing up the hills on breaks. You would think that 
they would get enough of that driving at work. 

Ray Abma, our other fie ld clerk, has just announced his 
engagement to D ebbie Schat of Sheldon, Iowa. So much for 
his tr ips to Iowa every break. 

Mel, Observer Jarrett Crowell , and Vibrator Mechanic Rick 
Saxton rece ived Safety Awards a few safety meetings ago. The 
rest of the crew congratul ate them and wish them good luck 
this coming year. 

One of the new faces around Party V-24, Permit Agent Jack 
Robinson , has moved into Riverton , Wyoming. Between per
mitting trips, he has been collecti ng samples of Wyoming's 
fossi ls and mi nerals. H is house is fu ll of old fish- about fifty 
million years old! 
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SPRING WAS eventful and interesting in the Houston instru
ment lab. Wire Shop Supervisor Bill Surnvan celebrated his 
25th year with Western in April at a noon luncheon. Electronic 
Department Manager John Maines, Supervisor of Field Service 
Operations Jack Litchenberg, and our own vice president of 
instrumentation and field services, Ben B. Thigpen, were the 
smiling faces around the table. 

Jennif.er Marie Taylor was born on 
April 7 to Rosario a nd Ray Taylor, 
a fie ld services engineer working 
in the instrument lab in Houston. 

New and happy sounds are coming from Ray and Rosario 
Taylor's home with the arrival of Jennifer Marie on April 7. 
Jennifer's dad is an engineer with field services. 

The award for the best-kept secret would have to go to the 
gang at the lab for what happened April 17. Break-time found 
everyone gathered for a surprise party in honor of Marsha 
Baker, receptionist-and she was surprised! Marsha and 
Thomas Ryan were married April 19 at Unity Christian 
Church, Houston , with a reception following the ceremony. 

Wedding bells were sounding soon after for Delbert God
dard, electronic engineer, and Celetia Lundgren, DDS engi
neering aid. Celetia and Del were married in Del's home town 
of Phoenix, Arizona, on April 28. 

Congratulations to Linda Petitt , stockroom supervisor. She 
has reached one of her many goals. On May 14 Linda's 
husband, Art, received his B.S. in criminology from Sam 
Houston State University. He is now with the Houston police 
department. 

Next fa ll there will be a new face behind the teacher's desk 
-Penny Knox, daughter of W. A. Knox, documentation and 
training supervisor. Penny graduated May 17 with degrees in 
French and journalism from the University of Houston. 

Marshall Thomas, a June 3 graduate of Westbury High 
School, has been working after class here in the engineering 
department. Marshall will have a first-hand look at Western's 
field operations this summer on board one of our ships. He is 
enrolled at Texas A & M this fall as an engineering major. 

Monday, June 16, was a big day. That morning Daisy, wife 
of Dwaynne Harris, stoc~room, gave birth to a beautiful baby 
girl named Dairisha Arlissa, weighing 6 pounds, 15 ounces. 
After lunch Michael Anthony, 7 pounds, 4 ounces, arrived to 
bring smiles to Margaret and Leo Snowman. The proud father 
is a field service engineer. 

At this writing most sunburns have faded, extra pounds 
gained from suds and barbecue have been lost, and muscles 
have returned to normal after the super Western picnic at 
Camp Manison on June I .-Marsha Ryan . 
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THE GENERAL SERVICES department celebrated Don Blue's 
birthday May 22. Don is manager of general services in Hous
ton. Most of his department and a few other Westerners gath
ered in his office Thursday afternoon to surprise him with a 
little party. His wife, Carleen, was also there, much to his 
surprise. The well-wishers presented him with a cake, decorated 
in his favorite "softball" design, and a black leather athletic 
bag to replace the paper sack he was using to carry his softball 
equipment.- Debbie Meitz/er. 

HO USTON COMPANY PICNIC, 1975. On June 1 Western and 
associated companies celebrated the rites of spring with their 
second annual Company picnic. The gala event was held at 
Camp Mansion, which is located across the freeway from the 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Proceeding down the Gulf Free
way, a right turn conveys you to the camp while turning left 
might provide the opportunity to go to the moon. Almost 
everyone made the right decision except one of our young 
computer enthusiasts. Even IBM wi ll have trouble making a 
sales call to his current address. 

The camp has all of the facilities to entertain a large group. 
And what a turnout! Employees and their families totaled over 
900. Representing Western Geophysical of Houston, the Gal
veston lab, Aero Services, and Digital Data Systems, they con
verged on the site with a thirst that would make Gunga Din 
look like the local rainmaker. For those desiring more exercise 
than bending their ·elbows, basketball , swimming, softball, vol
leyball, and horseback riding were available. Trampolines and 
kiddie rides were provided for the youngsters. The most popu
lar pastime, along with making frequent trips to the pavilion 
for snowcones and cold drinks for the kids and cold draft beer 
for the young-at-heart, was discussing the current state of 
affairs with someone whose name you cannot quite recall. 

The catered meal included barbecued links and beef, baked 
beans, potato salad, and other Texas delicacies. The food was 
good, but some of the attendees preferred liquid refreshment 
only, which created quite a drain on the beer kegs. 

The outing progressed well until mid-afternoon when our 
host committed the unpardonable sin of allowing the draft 

Beth Bennett · (from the left), daughter of Houston dig ita l cen· 
ter Tape Library Supervisor John Bennett and wife Flo, Senior 
Tape Librarian Bart Hamlin, and Analyst Shirley Andries demon· 
strate that it takes three people to support one g lass of beer. 

1. Tape Librarian Bobby Smith (left) seems to be pointing out 
the fact that he is losing his girl, Receptionist Cindy Schneider, 
to a younger man at the Houston company picnic in June, The 
young fellow is Chris Eaton, son of Don, who is carrying him, 
and Land Department Secretary Mary Eaton. 2. " Which way did 
they go?" These patient people are not concerned with the 
whereabouts of missing cowboys but are definitely interested in 
getting some "horse power." The wait to ride the ponies was 
long, indeed . 3. Senior Keypunch Operato r Dorothy Young (center) 
is either a rranging the door prizes in the pavilion or picking 
out hers a s Senior Tape Librarian Bart Hamlin (striped shirt) 
wonde rs if he should take a look, too . 4. Under the pavilion was 
the site of inactivity or those usually sedentary exercises such 
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as pouring or stuffing something into the mouth- or running off 
at it. The man In the Panama hat is Supervisor W. A. (Al) Knox 
(at the right, arms folded ). 5. Standing at poolside without 
his swimsuit, Gravity Department Analyst Jim Sumrall enviously 
watches a young man "going off the shallow end" but could not 
be persuaded by his wife, Nancy, the big "kid" in the shall~w 
end, to come on in . 6. Being " up in the air" was popular with 
those little folks who frequented the trampoline. 7. "Going 
around in circles" on the fe rris wheel was strictly for the kid
dies. Some parents probably wish they had this type of "cage" 
at home! 8. Finally! Something was found for the "oldsters" 
(those over four fetlt tall), and they did it with relish. The 
pathway to the beer supply was without doubt the most traveled . 
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spigots to run dry. Now anyone who has braved Houston's 
weather knows that serious business cannot be conducted with
out cold refreshme nts. Later in the day a bingo game was 
planned to award the many prizes bought especially for the 
occasion; but, alas, the official bingo caller was sent to replen
ish the cauldrons with fresh drink. A drawing of ticket stubs 
was held instead, and the prizes were distributed to the lucky 
winners. When the drawing started, several of the teenagers in 
the crowd started to run north but returned when they were 
assured it was not a draft lottery. 

Our special thanks go to Keypunch Supervisor Johnie Reed, 
Senior Secretary Ti ll ie Vacek, and Programmer David Inkster, 
who rese rved the camp for our use. David, incidentally, was 
sporting a Fu Manchu mustache and English suspenders. He 
gave an impromptu demonstration of the proper way to karate 
chop a cup of tea. 

Overall , it was a very enjoyable day .- Gary Fair. 

HOME BASE for Party V-2 is still Medicine Lodge, Kansas, but 
spike work has taken us to various parts of the state. We were 
in Liberal for two weeks and have been in Atwood for five 
weeks. 

Above-Enjoying the fruits of Party V-2's accident record are, 
clockwise around the table (from left front): Vibrator Mechanic 
Richard Zowie and wife Joy, Olga Garza (wife of Vibrator Oper
ator Jessy), Sue and Surveyor Donald Johnson, Helper Margarito 
Garcia, Helper Mark Boyter, Suzie and Field Clerk Keith Jones, 
Vibrator Operator Kerney Raley, and Party Manager H. D. Watts . 
In back at the right, Helper James Leahy faces another table. 
Below-As the Safety Dinner ends, Party V-2 members and their 
wives and dates linger around the table. They are, from front 
to back: left side, Surveyor Glenn Howard and Helper Donald 
McManus, and right side, Debbie and Assistant Observer Mike 
Bryant and Helper Terry Colborn and his friend, Pam. At the far 
left, Suzie, wife of Field Clerk Keith Jones, talks at another table. 

At the Party V-2 Safety Dinner, Vibrator Operator Kerney Ra ley 
(from the left) with 21 years, Party Ma nager Harold D. (Slick) 
Watts w ith 22 yea rs, and Vibra tor Mechanic Richa rd Zowie with 
15 years add up to 58 years of Western experience. The men are 
proudly showing off V-2's record of 326 days without a charge
able accident, a record that earned the crew the Safety Dinner. 

Abov-Field Clerk Keith Jones types and Permit Agent 
Willard Rachal studies a map in Party V-2's office in Kansas. 
Below-Along one of the many long, flat lines in Kansas, 
Helper Mark Boyter seems to have lost his way to the base. 

The crew was awarded a Safety Dinner on November 11, 
l 974, but it was not until Apri l 12 this year that we were in 
one place long enough to schedule it. The dinner was our 
reward for 326 days without a chargeable accident. 

WEST ER N PRO FILE 

Party V-2 has lost several members recently and gained 
several others. Surveyor Donald Johnson moved to Party V-9 
in Owensboro, Kentucky. Party V-8 in Midland, Texas, took 
Assistant Observer Mike Bryant. Glenn Howard has taken 
over our head surveyor's position, and Helpers Joe Esquivel 
and Donald McManus make up his crew. Junior Observer 
Christopher Neff came to us from Party 36 to fill Mike's spot. 
Vibrator Mechanic Richard Zowie took a two-week vacation 
in June, going to Mon roe, Louisiana. 

Our summer hires include Donny Watts, John Ridings, and 
Douglas Bellis, a student from Oklahoma University. We also 
welcomed back Helper Antonio Garcia after a long absence 
due to illness. 

RETIRED WESTERNER MOVES. "Well, I am alone once more." 
With these sad introductory words, Dawson V. (Slim) Ewert 
wrote us in May that his wife, Verna, had passed away April 
30 and that he was planning to move from Redd ing, Califor
nia, back to his old hometown, Bridgeport, Nebraska, where 
son Bill and other relatives live. When Slim retired at the end 
of 1965, he and his first wife, Azile (known to Westerners as 
"Penner"), and their son, Bill , moved to Madera, California. 
After Penner's death several years later and Bill's entry in the 
navy, Slim sold his Madera property and went to Bridgeport, 
where he met Verna. They later moved to Redding. A West
erner for 20 years and a driller for most of them, Slim is still 
interested in the Company and keeps up with it through the 
PROFILE. 

YES, TH ERE really is a place called Banana. It is in Zaire, at 
the mouth of the Congo (or Zaire) River. Party 62 arrived 
there in mid-April for what has proved to be a longer-than
intended stay. Very little can be said about Banana and its 
neighboring village of Moanda except that life there is peaceful. 

After four pleasant but uneventful months in Angola, most 
of the crew were able to take the opportunity to return home 
while the Western Sea was in dry dock in Lobito, one of An
gola's ports. For some, however, it was necessary to stay be
hind and work. Port Engineer Archie Flowers and Marine 
Engineer Vince Trochesset, with Marine Mechanic Lyle Ost, 
Engineer Mike Cozens, and Seamen Paul Caruana and Kevin 
Green, were there to ensure that the vessel emerged from dry 
dock in the best possible condition. At the same time Assistant 
Co-ordinator Don Bruckshaw. Gun Operator Jim Harvey, Ob-

• • • • 

The Western Sea comes into dry dock in lobito, Angola, where she 
will be overhauled and made ready for Party 62's next survey . 

server Dave Sharpe, and Junior Observer John Pert were busy 
rigging the AQUAPULSE® guns and bottom-drag cable for 
the upcoming survey. Party Manager Ronnie Bingham and 
Assistant Party Manager Paul Burnham found that this was 
not the extended rest period that they had been anticipating. 

On the recreational side we were able to organize an excur
sion one Saturday to the spa of Cota-Cota, where a lavish 
luncheon had been arranged for us. The men. spent the day in 
and around a beautiful swimming pool, breathing the fresh 
mountain air. The sun proved surprisingly strong for everyone, 
and there were several painful cases of sunburn. 

Just a few words about the new crew mascot. Named 
Harvey, it is a rabbit of uncertain gender with amusingly 
floppy ears. Harvey joined Party 62 in Labita and has adapted 
well to nautica l life.-Paul Burnham. 

Abo ve-"Th is is th e life!" Ma rin e 
Engineer Vince Trochesset soaks up 
the poolside sun a t the African reso rt 
of Cota-Cota, where Party 62 spent 
a restful break. Far left- Junior Ob
server John Pert find s two ways to 
relax and keep cool during the short 
break. left-lounging by th e pool 
a re, from the left : Assistant Party 
Mana ger Paul Burnham, Gun Operator 
Jim Harvey, Marine Mechanic Lyle 
Ost, and Assistant Co-ordinator Don 
Bruckshaw, all getting a good burn . 

• • 
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GRADUATES 

PAMELA LOUISE FLOYD BRIAN LYLE JOHANSON DANIA CAY DOWNS 

A FRESH new crop of young Westerners, of the class of 1975, 
was graduated from high schools and colleges all over the 
country in May and June, and Western parents wish to share 
their pride in their children on the completion of another phase 
of education-and of life. 

Dania Cay Downs, daughter of Senior Secretary June Downs, 
of the foreign shipping department in Houston, and her hus
band , Bob, was graduated from Alief High School in Houston 
on May 29. 

Dania's activities in school included participation in the 
French Club, the Golden Brigade Drill Team, and the Powder 

. Puff football team. Outside school she has been a part-time 
Westerner for the last two years. During the school years she 
worked part time in the foreign shipping department, and for 
the last two summers she was employed there full time. 

Future plans for Dania include attending Southwest Texas 
University at San Marcos, Texas, in the fall, where she will 
major in interior design and French. 

Clear Creek High School in League City, Texas, graduated 
Pamela Louise Floyd on May 26, 1975, as valedictorian of the 
class. The daughter of Pearl and Emitt Earl Floyd, driller
mechanic in Galveston , Pam has been taking top academic 
honors throughout her school career. 

As a sophomore she won first'place in an essay contest held 
by the Houston chapter of the United Nations Association. 
She appeared in Who's Who Among American High School 
Students, a nationwide student award publication, and re
ceived an honorable mention American Legion award. She 
was also selected for the Alan G. Weber Award at Clear Creek 
High School, given in recognition of outstanding contributions 
to the school. Pam's name will be engraved on a plaque in the 
school office with other winners of the award back to 1929. 

As a senior Pam was president of the Senior Honor Society 
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at Clear Creek. She also served as treasurer of the American 
Field Service Club and secretary of the Earth I Care Club, 
while participating in Mu Alpha Theta sorority, Pan American 
Club , and Speech Club as well. 

All these memberships and officer responsibilities, however, 
were not enough to keep Pam busy. She also found time to be 
involved in the Student-Faculty Forum Committee, to tutor 
students at a special assignment school, and to work one to 
two hours a week as an elementary school teacher's aide! 

Such a schedule sounds exhausting, but Pam seems to have 
thrived on it. She maintained the high grade point average 
necessary to be valedictorian and received a National Merit 
Scholarship and an Elk's Foundation Scholarship. In addition, 
she was awarded scholarships by Texas A & M University, 
Baylor University, Mississippi Women's University, and 
Georgetown University. Pam's choice for continuing her edu
cation in the fall is Georgetown, in Washington, D.C., where 
she plans to major in international relations. Beyond that her 
plans include graduate school and maybe work in the foreign 
service: 

Graduation day for Eric Lyle Thomas was May 27. The son 
of Charlotte and Larry Thomas, director of employee relations, 
Eric graduated from Stratford High School in Houston. 

Summer activities for Eric included working for the Hi-Dive 
Pool Service. He plans to attend Texas Christian University in 
Fort Worth , Texas, in the fall and is not sure yet what his 
major field of study there will be. 

Brian Lyle Johanson graduated from J. W. Nixon High 
School in Laredo, Texas, on May 30. Brian is the son of Louise 
and Lyle Johanson, party manager of Party 21, working in 
Texas. 

An avid golfer, Brian received varsity letters two years for 
his contributions to the J. W. Nixon golf team . The sport is his 
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major and favorite activity both in and out of school. When 
he is not on the golf course, though, Brian enjoys woodwork
ing and took a class in school to learn more about it. He di_d 
so well that his woodworking entry in the arts and crafts fau 
won first place. 

Brian has no definite plans for going to college this year, 
but he has been working as a helper for Western on a drill 
crew in Texas since March. 

Penny Knox, daughter of Documentation and Training Su
pervisor William A. Knox, of the Houston instrument lab, 
received degrees in French and journalism from the University 
of Houston . Penny, who was graduated May 17, participated 
in the Newman Club during her years at the university. Start
ing this fall she will be a teacher of French and journalism. 

Sam Houston State University in Huntsville, Texas, grad
uated Art Petitt, husband of Stockroom Supervisor Linda Petitt, 
this spring. On May 14 Art received his B.S. degree in crim
inology. He is attending the Houston Police Department Acad
emy through the summer before becoming a full-fledged mem
ber of the police department. 

A young working Westerner, Marshall Thomas, became a 
graduate of Westbury High School in Houston on June 3. 
Marshall worked after class in the instrument lab in Houston 
as a junior electronic assembler while he was in school , and he 
planned to have a first-hand look at some marine operations 
aboard a Western ship during the summer. He is enrolled at 
Texas A & M University for the fa ll where he plans on major
ing in engineering. 

Completing her secondary ed ucation in Midland , Texas, 
Cynthia Renae Goodgame, the daughter of Assistant Super
visor James 0. and Della Goodgame, was graduated on May 
29 from Midland High School. 

Cindy was active in clubs and sports in high school and also 
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earned high academic honors. She was a member of the Na
tional Honor Society in both her junior and senior years at 
Midland. She held the positions of treasurer of Vocational In
dustrial Clubs of America (V.I.C.A.) in her school in the 
1973-74 school year and treasurer of Vocational Office Edu
cation (V.O.E.) in 1974-75. French Club and volleyball were 
some of her other activities. 

Cindy's plans for the future are definite : She wants to be a 
registered nurse. She will attend Texas Tech University in Lub
bock, Texas, for one year and Northwest Nursing School in 
Amarillo for two years to reach her goal. In the meantime, 
she joined her father on the Western roster for the second 
summer working as a clerk in the office of Party 21 in Laredo. 

After attending 15 schools in his life on the "doodlebug 
trail," Rondy D. Taylor was graduated from John Foster Dulles 
High School in Sugar Land, Texas, on May 29. He is the' son 
of Hazel and Dalton Taylor, field supervisor. Tn addition to 
schools in four states, Randy has attended others in Perth, 
Australia; Oran, Algeria; and Las Palmas, Canary Islands. He 
was in Oran when he finished the eighth grade; and as the 
American school there did not go beyond that, he joined his 
grandparents, Permit Agent Joe Thomas and wife Anola, in 
the States to start high school. His parents later returned and 
bought a home in Sugar Land, near Houston. A lover of 
music, Randy played tenor saxophone with the school band 
and bass guitar with the Spectrum Band. He was also vice 
president of the Rifle Club. Randy worked in a filling station 
after school and this summer as a welder's helper. Hoping to 
become a C.P.A., he is enrolled in the University of Houston , 
majoring in accounting. 

The story and picture of another Western graduate, Donny 
H. Watts, son of Party Manager H. D. Watts and wife Jeanette, 
Party V-2, was published in the Summer 1975 PROFILE. 
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PAMELA LOUISE FLOYD BRIAN LYLE JOHANSON DANIA CAY DOWNS 

A FRESH new crop of young Westerners, of the class of 1975, 
was graduated from high schools and colleges all over the 
country in May and June, and Western parents wish to share 
their pride in their children on the completion of another phase 
of education-and of life. 

Dania Cay Downs, daughter of Senior Secretary June Downs, 
of the foreign shipping department in Houston, and her hus
band , Bob, was graduated from Alief High School in Houston 
on May 29. 

Dania's activities in school included participation in the 
French Club, the Golden Brigade Drill Team, and the Powder 

. Puff football team. Outside school she has been a part-time 
Westerner for the last two years. During the school years she 
worked part time in the foreign shipping department, and for 
the last two summers she was employed there full time. 

Future plans for Dania include attending Southwest Texas 
University at San Marcos, Texas, in the fall, where she will 
major in interior design and French. 

Clear Creek High School in League City, Texas, graduated 
Pamela Louise Floyd on May 26, 1975, as valedictorian of the 
class. The daughter of Pearl and Emitt Earl Floyd, driller
mechanic in Galveston , Pam has been taking top academic 
honors throughout her school career. 

As a sophomore she won first'place in an essay contest held 
by the Houston chapter of the United Nations Association. 
She appeared in Who's Who Among American High School 
Students, a nationwide student award publication, and re
ceived an honorable mention American Legion award. She 
was also selected for the Alan G. Weber Award at Clear Creek 
High School, given in recognition of outstanding contributions 
to the school. Pam's name will be engraved on a plaque in the 
school office with other winners of the award back to 1929. 

As a senior Pam was president of the Senior Honor Society 
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at Clear Creek. She also served as treasurer of the American 
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students at a special assignment school, and to work one to 
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Such a schedule sounds exhausting, but Pam seems to have 
thrived on it. She maintained the high grade point average 
necessary to be valedictorian and received a National Merit 
Scholarship and an Elk's Foundation Scholarship. In addition, 
she was awarded scholarships by Texas A & M University, 
Baylor University, Mississippi Women's University, and 
Georgetown University. Pam's choice for continuing her edu
cation in the fall is Georgetown, in Washington, D.C., where 
she plans to major in international relations. Beyond that her 
plans include graduate school and maybe work in the foreign 
service: 

Graduation day for Eric Lyle Thomas was May 27. The son 
of Charlotte and Larry Thomas, director of employee relations, 
Eric graduated from Stratford High School in Houston. 

Summer activities for Eric included working for the Hi-Dive 
Pool Service. He plans to attend Texas Christian University in 
Fort Worth , Texas, in the fall and is not sure yet what his 
major field of study there will be. 

Brian Lyle Johanson graduated from J. W. Nixon High 
School in Laredo, Texas, on May 30. Brian is the son of Louise 
and Lyle Johanson, party manager of Party 21, working in 
Texas. 

An avid golfer, Brian received varsity letters two years for 
his contributions to the J. W. Nixon golf team . The sport is his 
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major and favorite activity both in and out of school. When 
he is not on the golf course, though, Brian enjoys woodwork
ing and took a class in school to learn more about it. He di_d 
so well that his woodworking entry in the arts and crafts fau 
won first place. 

Brian has no definite plans for going to college this year, 
but he has been working as a helper for Western on a drill 
crew in Texas since March. 

Penny Knox, daughter of Documentation and Training Su
pervisor William A. Knox, of the Houston instrument lab, 
received degrees in French and journalism from the University 
of Houston . Penny, who was graduated May 17, participated 
in the Newman Club during her years at the university. Start
ing this fall she will be a teacher of French and journalism. 

Sam Houston State University in Huntsville, Texas, grad
uated Art Petitt, husband of Stockroom Supervisor Linda Petitt, 
this spring. On May 14 Art received his B.S. degree in crim
inology. He is attending the Houston Police Department Acad
emy through the summer before becoming a full-fledged mem
ber of the police department. 

A young working Westerner, Marshall Thomas, became a 
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Marshall worked after class in the instrument lab in Houston 
as a junior electronic assembler while he was in school , and he 
planned to have a first-hand look at some marine operations 
aboard a Western ship during the summer. He is enrolled at 
Texas A & M University for the fa ll where he plans on major
ing in engineering. 

Completing her secondary ed ucation in Midland , Texas, 
Cynthia Renae Goodgame, the daughter of Assistant Super
visor James 0. and Della Goodgame, was graduated on May 
29 from Midland High School. 

Cindy was active in clubs and sports in high school and also 
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earned high academic honors. She was a member of the Na
tional Honor Society in both her junior and senior years at 
Midland. She held the positions of treasurer of Vocational In
dustrial Clubs of America (V.I.C.A.) in her school in the 
1973-74 school year and treasurer of Vocational Office Edu
cation (V.O.E.) in 1974-75. French Club and volleyball were 
some of her other activities. 

Cindy's plans for the future are definite : She wants to be a 
registered nurse. She will attend Texas Tech University in Lub
bock, Texas, for one year and Northwest Nursing School in 
Amarillo for two years to reach her goal. In the meantime, 
she joined her father on the Western roster for the second 
summer working as a clerk in the office of Party 21 in Laredo. 

After attending 15 schools in his life on the "doodlebug 
trail," Rondy D. Taylor was graduated from John Foster Dulles 
High School in Sugar Land, Texas, on May 29. He is the' son 
of Hazel and Dalton Taylor, field supervisor. Tn addition to 
schools in four states, Randy has attended others in Perth, 
Australia; Oran, Algeria; and Las Palmas, Canary Islands. He 
was in Oran when he finished the eighth grade; and as the 
American school there did not go beyond that, he joined his 
grandparents, Permit Agent Joe Thomas and wife Anola, in 
the States to start high school. His parents later returned and 
bought a home in Sugar Land, near Houston. A lover of 
music, Randy played tenor saxophone with the school band 
and bass guitar with the Spectrum Band. He was also vice 
president of the Rifle Club. Randy worked in a filling station 
after school and this summer as a welder's helper. Hoping to 
become a C.P.A., he is enrolled in the University of Houston , 
majoring in accounting. 

The story and picture of another Western graduate, Donny 
H. Watts, son of Party Manager H. D. Watts and wife Jeanette, 
Party V-2, was published in the Summer 1975 PROFILE. 
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OUR DAYS are numbered here in Alvin , Texas , where P arty 52 
is currently located. We have received word that we are going 
to sta rt operations as a vibrating crew in southern T exas. This 
reall y ca me as a surprise to us-Party 52 has been a shooting 
crew for many years. We are all looking forward to the new 
operation , and all of us agree tha t it will be an exciting new 
experience since none of the crew except Party Manager Dewey 
Biscotto has ever worked in southern Texas. 

We recently gave out Safety Awards to those who have not 
had an accident in the past year. Ten crew members received 
awards, a fair representation of our 28-person party. The 
award winners are Observer Jim Humerickhouse, Helpers Coy 
Hofford , Eli Sellers, and George Fortner, Permit Agents Harry 
McGehee and Riley John ston , Assistant Observer Byron Rose-

Above-Stonding behind the truck in Alvin, Texas, is Party 52's 
recording crew, from the left: top row, Helpers Tommy Alcorn, 
Marge Huffman, Paula Duke, Coy Hofford, and Jason Mayhall; 
middle row, Max Kimball, Eli Sellers, George Fortner, Dexter Ivey, 
and T. Logan; and bottom row, Observer Jim Humerickhouse and 
Helpers Bill Brown and Ronnie Watson, who also acts as shooter. 
Below-Four of the ten most recent recipients of Safety Awards 
on Party 52 are, from the left: Helpers Coy Hofford and George 
Fortner, Observer Jim Humerickhouse, and Helper Eli Sellers. 

Field Supervisor Monroe Taylor (left) and Party Manager Dewey 
Biscotto of Party 52 are discussing geophones in Alvin, Texas. 

berry , Driller Glen Wright, Correlator Operator Jim Barbour, 
and P arty M anager Dewey Biscotto. 

W e extend our congratula tions to Shooter Ronnie Watson 
on his recent marriage to Kathy Sue Justus. Ceremonies were 
performed May 2 1 in Bastrop, Louisiana, and the couple now 
resides in Al vin . We wish them many happy years of marriage 
-and moving! 

Assistant Observer Byron Roseberry, wife Barbara , and son 
Allen have returned from a pleasurable vacation in Purvis , 
Mississippi . We know that Byron and his family enjoyed the 
days spent visiting relatives and doing some hunting and fi sh
ing (all legal , we hope) . 

The next time you hear from P arty 52, we shall be vibrating 
around somewhere in southern Texas. 

IT IS WITH REGRET that we report, belatedly, the passing of 
20-year Westerner C. J. (Wing) Tobin, 60, on February 28. 
Death was due to a heart attack. He was well known to West
erners who worked in California, especially to those in off
shore operations there in the late 1950's. Few of them realized , 
however, that Wing was still with the Company because in the 
fall of 1963 W. E. Strangeman, a former Westerner and a con
sultant, contracted with Western for Wing's drafting services 
in his office in Fullerton, California. 

Wing's 12 years of "detached service" was broken only 
twice; in the winter of 1964-65 he worked in central California, 
for B. W . (Red) Brown on a Western field crew for six 
months, and early last year he was on leave of absence for 
another six months because of illness. 

Considered an excellent draftsman, Wing also was an extra
ordinary penman. His exceptionally beautiful script was not 
for special occasions, he wrote everything in it. It is his Merry 
Christmas that is the center of the PROFILE'S famous Christmas 
back cover, on which the greeting was written by employees in 
their native language. 

At the time of his death Wing and wife Ellen lived in Up
land, California, where Ellen teaches fourth grade. Survivors 
also include two daughters and several grandchildren. 
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OUR DAYS are numbered here in Alvin , Texas , where P arty 52 
is currently located. We have received word that we are going 
to sta rt operations as a vibrating crew in southern T exas. This 
reall y ca me as a surprise to us-Party 52 has been a shooting 
crew for many years. We are all looking forward to the new 
operation , and all of us agree tha t it will be an exciting new 
experience since none of the crew except Party Manager Dewey 
Biscotto has ever worked in southern Texas. 

We recently gave out Safety Awards to those who have not 
had an accident in the past year. Ten crew members received 
awards, a fair representation of our 28-person party. The 
award winners are Observer Jim Humerickhouse, Helpers Coy 
Hofford , Eli Sellers, and George Fortner, Permit Agents Harry 
McGehee and Riley John ston , Assistant Observer Byron Rose-

Above-Stonding behind the truck in Alvin, Texas, is Party 52's 
recording crew, from the left: top row, Helpers Tommy Alcorn, 
Marge Huffman, Paula Duke, Coy Hofford, and Jason Mayhall; 
middle row, Max Kimball, Eli Sellers, George Fortner, Dexter Ivey, 
and T. Logan; and bottom row, Observer Jim Humerickhouse and 
Helpers Bill Brown and Ronnie Watson, who also acts as shooter. 
Below-Four of the ten most recent recipients of Safety Awards 
on Party 52 are, from the left: Helpers Coy Hofford and George 
Fortner, Observer Jim Humerickhouse, and Helper Eli Sellers. 

Field Supervisor Monroe Taylor (left) and Party Manager Dewey 
Biscotto of Party 52 are discussing geophones in Alvin, Texas. 

berry , Driller Glen Wright, Correlator Operator Jim Barbour, 
and P arty M anager Dewey Biscotto. 

W e extend our congratula tions to Shooter Ronnie Watson 
on his recent marriage to Kathy Sue Justus. Ceremonies were 
performed May 2 1 in Bastrop, Louisiana, and the couple now 
resides in Al vin . We wish them many happy years of marriage 
-and moving! 

Assistant Observer Byron Roseberry, wife Barbara , and son 
Allen have returned from a pleasurable vacation in Purvis , 
Mississippi . We know that Byron and his family enjoyed the 
days spent visiting relatives and doing some hunting and fi sh
ing (all legal , we hope) . 

The next time you hear from P arty 52, we shall be vibrating 
around somewhere in southern Texas. 

IT IS WITH REGRET that we report, belatedly, the passing of 
20-year Westerner C. J. (Wing) Tobin, 60, on February 28. 
Death was due to a heart attack. He was well known to West
erners who worked in California, especially to those in off
shore operations there in the late 1950's. Few of them realized , 
however, that Wing was still with the Company because in the 
fall of 1963 W. E. Strangeman, a former Westerner and a con
sultant, contracted with Western for Wing's drafting services 
in his office in Fullerton, California. 

Wing's 12 years of "detached service" was broken only 
twice; in the winter of 1964-65 he worked in central California, 
for B. W . (Red) Brown on a Western field crew for six 
months, and early last year he was on leave of absence for 
another six months because of illness. 

Considered an excellent draftsman, Wing also was an extra
ordinary penman. His exceptionally beautiful script was not 
for special occasions, he wrote everything in it. It is his Merry 
Christmas that is the center of the PROFILE'S famous Christmas 
back cover, on which the greeting was written by employees in 
their native language. 

At the time of his death Wing and wife Ellen lived in Up
land, California, where Ellen teaches fourth grade. Survivors 
also include two daughters and several grandchildren. 
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tom Dieck , Detmar F. 

20 YEARS 
•) Hansbrough, Charles C. 
*Hearn, Harvey A. 
*Holt, Dewey 
*Porter, Arthur B. 
Smith , Chester D. 

19 YEARS 
Barksdale, Walter R. 

• l11t err11pted S ervice 

THEY SERVE 
Service Anniversaries . . . July, August, September 

*Cherniak, William J . 
Liberty, William D. 

*Mantini, Carmine 
*Steil , Marie T. 

18 YEARS 
Bertoni, Ferruccio 
Bezzi, Francesco 
Bucarelli , Antonino 
Casati, Ernesto 
Cella, Paolo 
Chiari, Alberto 

*Delle Vedove, Bruno 
Del Monte, Guido 
Forlani , Giorgio 
Gargano, Fulvio 
Macchia, Edoardo 

•:• Margola, Angelo 
Monziani, Luisa 
Perrone, Vincenzo 
Rossi, Roberto 
Tassi, Romano 
Trucchi , Sergio 
Zambelli, Goffredo 
Zazzetta, Luigi 

17 YEARS 
*Reale, Giovanni 
Swanson, Larry L. 

*Warren, Thomas A. 

16 YEARS 
Roundtree, Claud E. 
Toschlog, Thomas A. 

14 YEARS 
*Banzi, Gino 
Cooner, Ronnie R. 

•:•Humerickhouse, James A. 
*Salvaggio, Frances 
*Sferrella, Dante 
Stevens, Gene M. 

*Van Reek, Jock 
Weidner, Melvin I. 

*Willis, Diane 

13 YEARS 
*Battaya, Alfred F. 
Gilmore, Truman R. 
Rains, William M. 
Rushing, Crawford J. 

*Stegall, James D. 
Sumrall , James S. 

12 YEARS 
Barbour, Jimmie H. 
Bellar, James H . 
Knapp, Ralph S. 
Lacaze, Malcolm E. 
Lerch, Donald L. 
Morgan, Felix H. 
Robinson , William P. 

11 YEARS 
Anderson, Rufus 0. 
Balzrette, Joe W. 

*Davis, Joe i. 
•)Friesen, Jacob 

Hall, James G. 
Holt, Sam L. 

*Johnson, Enroth 
Jones, Robert J. 
Kerry, Sybil A. 
Mccormic, Richard M. 

*Milne, Craigwood 
*Natalini, Silvano 
Neis, Garry A. 
Rutherford , Derek 

10 YEARS 
Cicognani, Giuseppe 
Dallas, Tony G. 

~· Geiszler, Donald A. 
Henningsgard, Roger 
Hoogeveen, John 
Kolozs, Boyd 
Miller, Elliott E . 

•:• Mirabella, Filippo 
Pagram, Keith S. 
Shammas, Victor 
Smith , Jeff D . 

9 YEARS 
Bell , James , Jr. 
Bennett, John W. 
Brannan, Orval F. 
Brown, Bill L. 
Bruno, Rocco 
Bucci, Berardino 
Colazilli, Terigio 

*Denholm, Henry J . 
Drira, Abdelfatah 
Edel , John J . 

':' Ethridge, Charles W. 
'-'Gleeson, Ray 
Karquia, Maklouf 
Kostanic, John S. 
Lund, Rodney D. 
Malnory, Robert J. 
Marzoli , Eliseo 

*McDonald, Barry 
Millson, Garry 
Miranda, Anthony F. 
Raithatha, Kanti 

*Schawalder, Walter 
Venturini, Claudio 

8 YEARS 
*Allain, Alfred J . 
Bailey, David P. 

*Braun, John 
Cain, James Larry 
Colaiocco, Luigi 
Flowers, Archie M. 
Jones, Joe 

•:• Quinn, Patrick J . 
Thompson, Orville G. 

7 YEARS 
A vii a, Carlos 
Bagnell, Lynne C. 
Bijou, Joseph 
Bottazzi, Luigi 
Brogden, James G. 
Brooks, Frankie L. 
Brooks, Larry D. 
Ceccarani , Anna 
Cusmai, Angelo 

·:·Di Battista, Angelo 
Ferrari, Gian Roberto 

*Hilse, Reinhard 

':'Hitchcock, Neill P. 
Hursey, Donald D. 
LeCompte, Walter H . 
Mitchell, Stewart W. 
Moree, Robert F . G. 
Noble, David P . 
Pincione, Massimo 
Porceddu, Eraldo 
Ross, Walter F . 
Rossi , Paolo 
Sharp, James R. 

*Stroud , David R. 
Tagliacarne, Alfredo 
Tan, Jit Fook 

6 YEARS 
Astorino, Antonio 
Benazzi, Romano 

·~ Bergsrud , Daryel W. 
Bergsrud , Wesley A. 
Blick, Stephen W. 
Bourne, Idris C. J. 
Boyer, Charles E. 
Cavalieri, Brentani G. 
Cosby, Milford M. 
Dondi , Marisa I . 
Dotson , Samuel M. 
Downs, June 
Earley, Charles D. 
Eckhart, John D. 
Elsden, Mark 
Evans, Dwight W. 
Farinelli, Giovanni 
Ganem, Elias V. 
Garrett, Richard D. 
Gleeson, Raymond 
Godkin, Robert G. 
Gonzales, Lopez H. 
Grabow, William R. 
Guidi, Tonini 
Hale, Chester L. 
Hare, Bruce L. 
Hix, Thomas B. , Jr. 
Hoecker, Milton S. 
Hsu, I. Chi 
Hubert, Julie L. 
Innamorati , Rocco 

*Jana, Sandy L. 

Jeffery, Samuel E. 
Lombardelli, Antonio 
Martin, Reginald H. 
Mason, Glenys 
Mason, Robert J. 
McColgin, Patricia 
McWilliams, William E. 
Milz, Dieter H . 
Morris, Robert G. 
Musick, Charles M. 
Newman, Douglas 

*Pack, Thomas C. 
Pfingsten, John R. 
Phua , Kioh Say 
Resta , James R. 
Reynolds, Michael 
Samaritani , Gianluigi 
Sanderson, William H. 
Sasseen, Robert D . 
Scavelli, Salvatore 
Schweizer, Trudi D. 
Scott, Gary L. 
Sebastian, Eleanor 
Sharpe, David J. 
Slevinski, Michael T. 
Stephens, Beverly J. 
Sweet, Mary A. 
T avano, Francesco 
Tonn, Gean 
Underwood, George E. 
Vancini, Roberto 

*Winton , John Y. 

5 YEARS 
Abdi Jama, Ali 
Black, Darnell 
Dibb, Lawrence J. 
Garcia , Ben 
Gatti, Alessandro 
Georgiou , J . C. 
Gilbert, William A. 
Goddison, Doris 
Hayes, La Nett Marie 
Henkes, J. Hendrik 
Neben, Stanley E. 
Severson, Jon E. 
Sinclair, James, Jr. 
Wisecup, Robert D. 
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